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PREFACE 
This bulletin of poems for childr en to memorize and books for them 
to read represents a growth. Shortly after the publication of the 
Iowa Elementary Course of Study the Department of Public Instruc-
tion sent the schools a mimeographed list of poems for memorization 
in the elementary grades. This list was prepared by Miss 1\IJ:iabel I. 
Snedaker, Extension Supervisor, University Elementary School, 
especially for the use of the high school normal training classes. Its 
purpose was to supplement the literature unit of the elementary 
course of study. This list has been revised by Miss Snedaker and is 
included as Part I of this bulletin. 
At the same time Miss Wilma Leslie Garnett, recently of the Uni-
versity Elementary School, consented to prepare a parallel list of 
prose selections which have been found in her studies to rank high 
among children's choices. Her lists, also the result of several years' 
inves~igation, have also been prepared as a further suppl~ment to the 
elementary course of study and are included as P art II of the bulletin. 
We express sincere appreciation to both these workers for the 
painstaking service they have given m helping the pupils of our 
schools to greater r eading enjoyment. 
AGNES SAMUELSON, 
Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
INTRODl C"TORY STA 'l'EMENT 
The memorization of poetry should add to the enjoyment of poetry. 
A memory list made up of poems children like is an important factor 
in accomplishing this result. To select poems liked by children a.nd 
suitable for memorization was the objective in compiling the list 
which follows. Many of the poems in this list have been read to 
pupils in all parts of Io·wa during extension visits to schools. The 
pupils voted on the poems liked best. For several years, teachers in 
Saturday classes have tried out lists of poems and reported ' those pre-
ferred by their children. 
An attempt has been made to compile a list broad enough to meet 
individual tastes. The list contains many short poems for the child 
who finds it difficult to memorize. Many poems well liked by children 
have not been included because they did not seem suitable for mem-
orizatio-n. Such poem. belong in a r eading list. However, the teacher 
should feel free to add any poems liked by her pupils, which she 
considers suitable for memorization. 
Each child should be encouraged to memorize at least ten poems. 
This does not mean that be should memorize ten poems by himself 
outside of class. Some of the poems should be memorized by the 
whole group during the class per·iod. The child may choose other 
poems from the list for his grade. Ali of these poems should be read 
in class, preferably by the teacher, so that the child is familiar with 
tli m before he begins his memory task. 
MABEL SNEDAKER, 
E xtenst:on Superviso'r, Unive1·sity 
Elernentar·y School, Iowa C-ity. 
POEMS TO MEMOR.IZE 
GRADE ON E 
1. White Sheep, White Sheep ....... . .. ... . . . .. . Mother Goose 
2. The North Wind Doth Blow .. . .. .... . . . .. . ... Mother Goose 
3. Wee Willie Winkie . .... . . . . . . ......... . ..... Mother Goose 
4. Little R.obin R.e lbreast . ........ . .. . . . ....... Mother Goose 
5. Bobby Shafto .. . ..... . .. . .. . . ... . . ... . . . ... Mother Goose 
6. Girls and Boys, Come Out to Play ....... .. ... Mother Goose 
7. Halfway Down ............... . . .. . .... ... . . A. A. Milne 
8. Hoppity . .' .................. . ... . . .. . . . .... A. A. Milne 
9. The Little Turtle ....... . ...... . .. . . . ... . ... Vachel Lindsay 
10. The Cupboard . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . ..... . . . . . .... Walter De La Mare 
11. The Huntsmen . . .... . . . . . . . .. . .... . .. . . . . .. . Walter De La Mare 
12. Whole Duty of Children ...... .. .. . . . . . ... . .. R.. L . Stevenson 
13. Time to R.ise . . ........... . ............ . . ... R.. L. Stevenson 
14. A Happy Thought . .... . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. ... R.. L. Stevenson 
15. Bed in Summer . .. . .. . .... . . .. . . .. . ....... .. R.. L. Stevenson 
16. The Swing . .... . . . . . .. . ....... . . .... . ... . .. R.. L . Stevenson 
17. Only One Mother . . .. . .. .. . ... . .. ....... . ... Unknown 
18. Outside the Door . . . . . . . .... . .. . . . . .......... Annette Wynne 
19. T he House Cat .. . .. ... ..... . .. .. .. . ......... Annette Wynne 
20. The Mouse .. . . . . . . .... . .. . ... . .. . . . . . . ... . Chinese Mother Goose 
21. L ittle . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .... . ...... . ....... . .. Dorothy Aldis 
22. Politely ........... .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . ..... Dixie Wilson 
23. Who Likes the R.ain .... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . ... Clara Doty Bates 
24. Experiment . . . ...... .. .. .... ...... .. . . . . . . . Elem10r Jewett 
25. Dead in the Cold ... . . . . ... . . . . . . ... .. . .... .. Christina R.ossetti 
26. A Frisky Lamb .... .... . .. . . ... . ............ Christina R.ossetti 
27. The Woodpecker . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .. ... .. .. ... E lizabeth Maddox R.obet·ts 
28. The R.abbit ...... . .. . ... . . . .......... .. .... Elizabeth Maddox R.oberts 
29. The L ittle Elf Man .... . .... ...... 00 ..... 00 • J . K. Bangs 
30. A Farmer Went R.iding .. .. . . . . . .... . . . .. . . . . Old Folk R.hyme 
31. Frogs at School. ... . . . ... .. .. .. ..... ........ George Cooper 
32. Washday ... . .. .. .. . : .. .. . .. . . . . ... . . . ..... Ella E. Preston 
33. Grasshopper Green ... . .. . . . .... . . . . . ...... . . Unknown 
34. Evening Song .. 00 .... .. . <- 00 • 00 ...... . .... 00 Fannie Stearns Davi s 
85. Sleep, Baby, Sleep ................. . . . ... . . . Old Lullaby 
36. Wby Do Bells for Christmas R.ing ...... . . . .... Eugene Field 
37. A H umming Bee . ............. . .. . ........ . . Wilhelmina Seegmiller 
38. The R.obin . ....... . . . ..... ... . . .... .. . . . .. . L aurence Alma Tadema 
39. The R.abbit ..... . . . . . . . .. .. ... . ..... . . . ... . Edith King 
40. Wild Beasts ........... . .. .. . . . ......... . . . Evaleen Stein 
41. The Bear Hunt . . . . . ... ... . ... . .. ... ... . . ... Margaret Widdemer 
To be sung : 
42. Cradle Hymn .. ... . . . . ..... . . . .... . .. .. .. . . Martin Luther 
43. Silent Night ( two stanzas) .. . .... . ... . ....... Franz Gruber 
POEMS TO MEMORIZE 7 
GRADE 'l'WO 
1. Jonathan Jo . .. ............. .... .. . ... .... . A. A. Milne 
2. Vespers . . ... ......... . . ................... A. A. Milne 
3. Animal Crackers . . .. .. .. .. . .. . ..... . . .. .... Christopher Morley 
4. The New Moon ... .. ........ .. .. .. ... . ... . .. Eliza L ee Follen 
5. Someone ... . .... . . ..... . .. ... ..... . ... . . ... Walter De La Mare 
6. Firefly ........... .. .. .... ............ . ... . Elizabeth Maddox Roberts 
7. Extremes . ....... .... .. .. .... . .. . .. ... .. ... James Whitcomb Riley 
8. The Raggedy Man .... . . .. .. . . ........... ... . James Whitcomb Riley 
9. Kentucky Babe . ................ . .......... Richard Henry Buck 
10. The Moon's the Northwind 's Cooky ........... Vachel Lindsay 
11. The Elf and the Dormouse ... . .. . ........ . ... Oliver Herford 
12. The Tree Stands Very Straight . . .. . .......... Annette Wynne 
13. The Sea That Comes to Meet My Hand . .. ..... Annette Wynne 
14. Indian Children ............. .. ... .. . .. ... . . Annette Wynne 
15. Baby Seed Song . . .... ... . .... . ........ . .... E . Nesbit 
16. The Sugar-Plum Tree ........... . .. ... ...... Eugene Field 
17. The Birches ..... . . ... . ...... .............. Walter Pritchard Eaton 
18. The Wind .... . .. .. ....... . ...... . ... . . ... . R. L. Stevenson 
19. My Shadow ..... .... . . ... .. .. .... . .... ..... R. L. Stevenson 
20. Whe1·e Go the Boats .......... ... . ........... R. L. Stevenson 
21. The Land of Counterpaue .. ... . .... .. ........ R. L. Stevenson 
22. When the Sleepy Man Comes ... .... .... . .. ... C. D. C. Roberts 
23. Hia.watha.'s Chickens ........... .... . ....... H. W. Longfellow 
24. Hiawatha's Brothers .... .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . ... . H. W. Longfellow 
25. The Willow Cats .. . . .. ..... . . ..... . ......... Margaret Wicldemer 
26. The Dear Old Woman .. . ......... ... .... . ... Christina Rossetti 
27. The Swallow . .............................. Christina Rossetti 
28. Boats Sail on the Rivers ...... : . . . . ......... Christina Rossetti 
29. Milking Time ............. .... . . ... .... . ... Christina Rossetti 
30. Who Has Seen the Wind ...... ... ....... . .... Christina Rossetti 
31. Hiding . ....... . .. .... .. ... . ...... . : ....... Dorothy Aldis 
32_. The Secret ........... . . .. ............ .... .. Anonymous 
33. Ruin in the Night . . ......... .. . ............. Amelia Bun 
34. The Duck ....... . .. . . ............ . ...... .. . Edith King 
35. The Scissor Man ... . ......... . .............. M. Nightingale 
36. The Chickens ... . ..... . . ......... . . . . . . .. .. Unknown 
37. A Summer Picture ... . ......... ... .. .. . ..... ·Florence Hoatson 
38. October's Party ...... .... . ........ .. . ... . . George Cooper 
39. Butterfly . . . . .... .. ...... . . . . ....... . ...... Hilda Conkling 
40. The Lm·d 's P rayer .. ... . . .. . .......... . ..... The Bible 
41. The Brown Thrush ...... .. . . ... ........... . . Lucy Larcom 
42 . The Bluebird ... . ........ ... ........ . ..... • Mrs. E. H. Miller 
43. I'm Glad .. . .... . . . ........ . . . ........ .. ... Anonymous 
To be sung: 
-!4. America ... . . . .. .. ........... ... .... .. . . .. . Samuel Francis Smith 
45. 0 Little Town of Bethlehem .... . ....... ...... Phillips Brooks 
GRADE THREE 
1. Water Noises . . . .... . . . ..... .. . : . ... . ...... Elizabeth Maddox Roberts 
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2. Mumps .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . ... . . . . .. .. ... . . . . . . . E lizabeth Maddox Roberts 
3. The Lion . . ..... . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .... . . .... HiTaire Belloc 
4. A Sea-Song from the Sho1·e . . .. . . ........ . ... J . W. Riley 
5. A Boy's Mother ...... .. .. . ..... . ..... . . . .. . J. W. Riley 
6. Sea-shell . . ... . ... . . .... . . . . .. . ... . . . .. . . . . . Amy Lowell 
7. Foreign Children .... . . . . .. .... .. ... . . ..... . H. L . Stevenson 
8. The Lamplighter ........ . ... . . . . . .. .. ...... R. L. Stevenson 
9. Young Night Thought . . . ... . . . .. . ........... R. L. Stevenson 
10. A Christmas Folk-Song .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . ... .. Lizette Woodworth Reese 
11. Flying Kite . .. . . .. . . .... . ... . . . . . .. . .. . . . . Frank Dempster Shenna n 
12. Bees . . .. .... . .. .. . . .......... . . . . . .. . .... . Frank Dempster Sherman 
13. The Owl and the Pussy Cat . .... . ... . . .. ..... Edward L ear 
14. A Long Time Ago ..... .. .. . . . .. .. - . . .... . . . Elizabeth Prentiss 
15. One, Two, Three .... . ... . . . ... .. . . .. .. . . .... H. C. Bunner 
16. Nonsense Rhymes (The Owl and the Eel and 
the Warming Pan ) .. . . . . . .. . ... ... . .. .. . . . Laura E. R-ichards 
17. Hallowe 'en ... . .. .. ... . ..... .. ........ .. .. . Annette Wynne 
18. Little Folks in the Grass . ... . ....... .. . . . . ... Annette Wynne 
19. The Three Foxes ..... .. . . .. . . . .... . ......... A. A. Milne 
20. The Christeni11g .. . ... . . . .. .. . . . . . ....... . .. A. A. Miln e 
21. Sneezles .... . .. .. ........ . ..... . . . .. . .... . . A. A. Milne 
22. The Fairies Have Never a P enny to Spend . . . . Rose Fyleman 
23. The Best Game the Fairies P lay .... . ......... Rose F yleman 
24. There Are Fairies at the Bottom of Our 
Garden .. . . . ......... .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . ..... Rose F ylemau 
25. A Fairy Went A-Marketing . .. . .. . .. .. . .... . . ~ose Fyleman 
26. The N ight Before Christmas .... . . ......... .. Clement C. Moore 
27. W hat Is Pink . . . . .. . ...... . .. . . . ... . ....... Ch ristioa R-ossetti 
28 . The Horseman .... . ... .. . . . . .. . ............ Walter De La Mare 
29. Kriss Kringle ........ . . .. . .. . . ... . .. . . . .... Thomas Bailey Aldrich 
30. For All J"ittle Birds . . . .. .. . . . ...... . ....... . Nn ncy Byrd ~l'urner 
31. A Child 's Grace ........... . . ...... . . . . . . ... Robert Burns 
32. The Peddler's Cam van . . . . ....... . . ... . ..... W . B . Rands 
33. The Birth of J esus . . . . . .. . . .... . . .. . . . ...... St. Luke 2:8-15-Bible 
34. 'rhe Pasture .... . ... . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .... .. . . Robert Frost 
35. Indian Lullaby . ..... .. . . ... . ..... . . . . . ..... Charles Myall 
36. What I Like .. .. . . . . . . ...... . . .. . . . . . ... . ... Wilhelmina Seegmill er 
37. Very Nearly . ... . ........ . .. . . . .. ... .. . . . . . Queenie Scott-Hopper 
38. Acorn s ... . .... . . . . . .. .. ... .. . ... . ......... Eleano r J ewett 
39. Mr. Nobody ........ . ... -:- . . .... . ... . .. . . . .. Anonymous 
40. Tl1e Grasshopper .. ... . . . . . . . ......... .. . ... Vachel Lindsay 
41. 'l'he Goldfish : . ........... . . . . . . .... . ....... Dorothy Aldis 
42. The Wonderful World . . . ...... .. . . ... ... . ... W. B . Rands 
43. I'd Love to Be a Fairy's Child .... . ...... . .. Robert Graves 
To be sung : 
44. It Came Upon the Midnight Clea r 
(Stanzas 1, 2, 5) ...... . . . ... . .. . .... . . . ... Edmund Hamilton Sears 
45. Deck the Hall ..... . .......... . . . . . .. . . . . ... Old English Song 
46. A Christmas Carol . . . . .. . .. . .. . . ... .. . . .. . . . J. G. Holland 
47. Billy Boy .. ....... . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . Amm·ican Ballad 
POEMS TO MEM ORIZE 
G RADE FOUR 
1. The Day Before April . ....... . .. . .. . ...... . . Ma ry Ca rolyn Davies 
2. A Wish I s Qui te a Tiny Thing .... . ... .. ... . . Annette Wynne 
3. Alas ! Alack I .................. . . . . . ... ... W alter De La Mare 
4. Then . .... . ... .. .... . . . ... . .. .. ......... . . . W alter De L a Mare 
5. Tired Tim . . .. .. .... ...... . ...... . . .. . . . . . . W alter De La Mare 
6. The Man in t he Moon .. . ......... . ......... . Unknown 
7. The Man in the Moon .... . ........ . .. . .. ... . J ames Whitcomb Riley 
8. An I mpetuous Resolve ..... . ... . . . . . .. . .... . . J ames Whitcomb Riley 
9. Brooms . . .. . . ..... . .... . ..... . . . . .. . . . ... . . Dorothy Aldis 
10. Pippa 's Song ... . ........ . . . . . . .... .. ..... . Robert B.rowning 
11. The K ing 's B1·eakfast ...... . .. . ..... . .. . . . . . A. A. Milne 
12. Roads . . . .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . .. . . ... ... . . . . .. . . Rachel L yman Field 
13. Seal Lulla by ....... .. ..... . ........ . ... . . . . R udyard K ipling 
14. April ............ . .......... . ...... . .... .. Sara T easdale 
15. A Christmas Ca rol . .. . ............ . .... . ..... Sara Teasdale 
16. Book H ouses . ...... . ......... . . . . . .... . .. . . Annie F ellows Johnson 
17. A Song for F lag Day .. . . .. . ..... . . . .. .. .... . W. B. N esbit 
18. White Birches . ...... . ...... . ... . . . . .. . ... . . Rachel F ield 
19. The Topsy Turvy W orl d . . ... . . . .. .. ....... . . W . B. Ra nds 
20. Twenty -third Psalm .. . ......... . . . . . .. . . . . . B ible 
21. A Strn nge Wild Song ..... . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. L ewis Carroll 
22. Limericks .. . ........ . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Edward L ear 
Th ere was an old man in a tJ·ee 
There was a young lady of Norway 
There was an old man who said, ''How'' 
Th ere was au old man with a. ben.rd 
23. The Table and t he Chair .... . . . ..... . .. . . . . . . Edward L ear 
24. Cradle Song ... .... . . ....... . ... . . . . . . . .... Sarozina Na.i du 
25. Strictly Germproof .. . .. . ....... .. .. . ... . .. . Arthur Guiterman 
26. F a iry Ship wreck . . . . ....... . ... . ... ' ........ Frru1k Dempster Sherman 
27. Dairies ........ . . .. . .... .. . . ........... . . . . F rank Dempster Sherman 
2 ' :- J og On, J og On .. . . . ....... . ..... . .. . .. .... William Shakespeare 
29. The F airies .... . .... . .. . . . ........ . .. . ..... W illia m Allingham 
30. A Christm as Carol (Gocl Bless the Master of 
This H ouse) . .... . . ........... . . . .... . . . . Old English Carol 
31 . Christmas E verywhere .. .. .... . .. . . . ... . ... . Phillips Brooks 
32. Wynken, Blynken, and Nod .... . . ..... . . .. ... Eugene F ield 
33. The Bowleg B oy ...... .. ....... . .......... . . :Eugene F ield 
34. April Rain ..... . . . . . .... . .. . . ..... .. . ... . . Robert Loveman 
35. Daisies .. . . ..... . .... . . .. . ........ . . . .. . ... Bliss Carmen 
36. S weet and J.J ow ... . . .. . . . . ..... . ...... . .. .. . Alfred T ennyson 
37. Windy Nights ... . .. . .. .. . .. . ... .. .... . .... . R. L . Stevenson 
38. Duck's Ditty .... . . . . ... . .. . . ...... . .. . . ... K enneth Grahame 
39. Pine N eedles ... . . . .. . . . ....... . ....... . . . . William H. H ayne 
40. Kite-Flying . ... ... . .......... . .. . ..... . .. . . Mary F enollosa. 
41. Child's Song in Spring .. .. . ......... ... ... .. E. N esbit 
42 . T he Puddle . . . . .......... . .. . .. ... ..... . . . .. E leanor J ewett 
43. Differences . .. . . ..... . . . . .. .. . . .... . ." . . . . . . Rose F ylema.n 
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To be sung: 
44. Christmas B ells (Stanzas 1, 2, 3, 7) ...... . .. . H . W. Longf ellow 
45. H ark the H erald Angels Sing ........... .. . . . 
46. The Star Spangled Banner . .. .. . ...... . . . . .. . Frances Scott Key 
47. Robin H ood and Little John ......... . ....... English Folk Song 
48. My Heart 's in the Highlands .... .. . . . • .. .. . . Robert Burns 
49 . Oh Susanna ! . . . . ............... . .......... Stephen F oster 
GRADE FIVE 
1. Road-song of the Bandar-log . .... . ......... .. Rudyard Kipling 
2. H ave You Never ¥ . .... .... . .. . ... . .... . . .. . . Frances Avery F a unce 
3. Faiz Ulla ... .......... .. ....... ..... . . . . .. . Saroziui Naidu 
4. The Coin . ... . ... . ........ . ........ . . .. . ... Sara Teasdal e 
5. The Flag Goes By .. ..... . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. H enry H. Bennett 
6. Nature's Friend . ...... . . . . .. . ....... . ... . . . W. H . Davis 
7. Primer Lesson ... .. . . . .... .... ... . . . . . ..... Carl Sandburg 
8. Little Orphan Annie .... ..... . ....... . .. . . . . James Whitcomb Riley 
9. Sunrise and Sunset . .... . ....... . .. . . . . .. .... Emily Dickinson 
10. F ather William ....... . . .. . . ... ... . .. .... . . L ewis Ca rroll 
11. The Lobster Quadrille ... . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . L ewis Carroll 
12. Limericks 
In Quebec .. ... . ..... . .. . . ...... . ....... . Rudyard Kipling 
The Rev. H enry Ward B eecher . ... . . .. . ... . Oliver Wendell Holmes 
13. The Jumblies .... . .. .. . . .. . ..... ... .' .. ..... Edwa.rd L ear 
14. A Summer Morning . ... ........... . . . ...... . Rachel L ymrui Field 
15. I Meant to Do My Work Today .. . . . . . . . . . . .. Richard Le Gallienne 
16. Trees ... . .... . . . . .. ... ........ . .. .. . . ...... Joyce Kilmer 
17. The Twenty-fourth Psalm . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ... The Bible 
18. The Night Will Never Stay ... . . . .. . . ....... . Eleanor Farjeon 
19. Ghosts .. . . . ... . .......... .. . ...... . . . .... . R. K. Munkittrick 
20. Fog ....... . . . . . ... ... .. .. . .... . .. . . .. . .... Carl Sandburg 
21. Days . .... . . ............. .. .. ..... ... . .. . .. . Karle Wilson Baker 
22. A Ballad of John Silver . . ....... . ... . ...... .. John Masefi eld 
23 . A Wanderer's Song .. .. ..................... John Masefield 
24 . . Lettla Guiseppina . .... . . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . T . A . Daly 
25. Between Two Loves . . .......... . .. . ..... .... T. A. Daly 
26. Robinson Crusoe's Story ..... .. . ....... . . .. . . Charles Edward Carryl 
27. The Plaint of the Camel ... . ... . . . . . ... . ..... Charles Edward Carry! 
28. Jim J ay .... . ... . . . . ... . ..... . ...... . . . . .. . Walter De L a Mare 
29. The Bee 's Song .. .. .. .. .. : . . .. . . .. ..... .. .. . Walter De L a Mare 
30. A Tragic Story .. .... . .. . . . . . . . ... . . . ...... . Wm . M. Thackeray 
31. Barbara Fritchie .. ........ . ..... ... .. . . . ... J ohn Greenleaf Whittier 
32. While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by 
Night ... . . . .. .. . . . ........ . ... . . . ..... . . Nahum Tate 
33. As Joseph W as A-Waukin .......... . . ....... Old Christmas Carol 
34. Mockery . . . ... . .... . .. . .. . ... .. .. ... . ...... K atherine Dixon Riggs 
35. The Mysterious Cat .. . . . . ......... .. ........ . Vachel Lindsay 
36. Overheard on a Saltmarsh .. . ... . . .. .. . . . . .... H arriet Munro 
37. Christmas Morning ....... . : .... .. .......... E lizabeth Maddox Roberts 
38. Consideration ....... ... ....... . . . ... . . .... . E leanor J ewett 
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39. Little B ateese ... . ... ... . . .. .. . . . .. ......... John Henry Drummond 
40. The First Snowfall . . .... . ........ . ......... Nathalie Drummond 
To be sung: 
41. God Rest You, Merry Gentlemen (Stanzas 1, 7). Old English Carol 
42. Robin Hood, Robin Hood, Said Little John . . . . Old English Song 
43 . In Summer Time When Flowers Do Spring .. . . Old English Song 
44. Good Morrow, 'Tis St. Valentine's Day .. ... .. . Old English Song 
45. Now Is the Month of Maying 00 00 00 00 . 00 00 .. 00 Morley 
46. The Camp bells Are Co min' . ........ . ........ Old Scotch March 
47. America the Beautiful (Two stanzas) ......... Kathryn L ee Bates 
48. Oh, Charlie I s My Darling .. . . .. ... .. . . . ..... James Hogg 
G&ADE SIX 
1. An Inilian Summer Day on the Prajrie . . ...... Vachel Lindsay 
2. Bird So11gs in Verse ..... ..... .. . . ... ... . .... Henry Van Dyke 
3. Stars . ....... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . .. ..... Sara Teasdale 
4. The Drum .. ... . ....... .. . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. Grace P. Moon 
5. Silver ...... . ..... ... .. .. .... . .. . . . . . ...... Walter De L a Mare 
G. The S hip of Rio .... . . .. . . ...... . . . . ........ W alter De L a Mare 
7. Miss T ........... . .... .. . . . ... . ..... . ..... Walter De L a Mare 
8. Song for a Little House . . . . .................. Christopher Morley 
9. Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening oo ... . Robert Frost 
10. Roadways .... . .. . .. . .. . . . .... . ... . . . ..... .. John Masefielcl 
11. Sea F ever ........... . .. . ............ .... .. John Masefield 
12. Do You Fear the Wind . . .... . ............... Hamlin Garla ncl 
13. Speculation .. ... . . . . . .... . . . ....... . ....... Guy Boas 
14. The House with Nobody in It ........ .. ... .. . Joyce Kilmer 
15. The Owl ............. . ....... . .. . .......... Alfred Tennyson 
16. Gypsies . ... .. ....... . . . .. . . . . . . . ......... . . Rachel Ly man Field 
17. Who Hath a Book ...... . .. . . . .............. W. D. Nesbit 
18. A Song of Sherwood .... . . ... .. .... . ....... . Alfred Noyes 
19. The Highwayman ... ..... . ......... '. ~ ...... Alfred Noyes 
20. The Duel . .......... .. . . . .. . ................ Eugene Field 
21. J est Fore Christmas ........ . .. . ............. Eugene Field 
22. The Quangle Wangle's Hat .. . .. . ... . ........ Edward L ear 
23 . Carlotta's Indecision .............. .. .. . . . .. . '1.' . A . Da ly 
24. Da Pup E en Da Show ... . ... . .. . . ......... .. T . A. Daly 
25. Meg Merrilies . . . ........... . .. .. . ..... . .. .. John K eats 
26. King John and the Abbot of Canterbury ...... Olcl B allad 
27. Requiem . . . .. . .... . ....... ...... ... ........ R. L. Stevenson 
28. 0 Captain! My Captain! . ....... . .......... . Walt Whitman 
29. I Hear America Singing .... .. . . . . .......... Walt Whitman 
30. A Song of Summer . .. . ....... .. ............ Paul Laurence Dunbar 
31. Whoopee Ti! Ti! Yo ! ... . ... . . ... . . . . ..... . American Cowb oy Ballnd 
32. Psalm 121 . . . . . . ........ .. .. . .... .. ........ The Bible 
33. Written in March .. . . . ..... . . . .. .. . . .. ... . .. William Wordsworth 
34. Under the Greenwood Tree ........ .. . . . . .... . William Shakespeare 
35. Long, Long Ago . . ... . ... . ...... . . ... . . . .... Anonymous 
36. Columbus . . . .......... . . . . . .....•...... . . ... Joaquin Miller 
37. Incident of the French Camp ....... . .... ... .. Robert Browning 
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38. 'fhe Little Lost Pup .. . .... . ................. Arthur GuitermaJ\ 
39. Get Up and Bar the Door . .......... . ... . . . .. Old Ballad 
40. Silver Ships . .. ......... . ............. ..... Mildred P lew Merryman 
41. The Zebra Dun ... . .... .. . .. . ... .. . . .... .. . . American Cowboy Ballad 
To be sung: 
42. The Three Kings of Orient (1, 2, 5) .. ... ... . . J . K. Hopkins 
43 . Sir Patrick Spens . . . ... . ............. . . .. . . Old Scotch Ballad 
44. The First Nowell . ............. . . .. . ........ Old English Carol 
45. The Hunt Is Up .. . . . ..... ... ...... •. ... . . .. Old English Song 
46. It Was a Lover and His Lass ...... .. . . ..... . Willia m Shakespeare 
47. The Bonny Earl of Murray .. . .. .. . ......... . Old Scotch BalJad 
48. The L ow· backed Car .. . . .... . . .. ..... . . .... . Samuel L over 
49. A Nautical Ballad ... ....... . ..... . . . . ...... Charles Edward Carry! 
50. The Old Chisholm Trail. . . . . . .. . . . ...... . ... American Cowboy B allad 
51. Bonny Barbara. Allen . ..... . .... . .... .. . . .... Old Ballad 
A SUGGESTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF VOLUMES AND COLLECTIONS OF 
POETRY FOR THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
A "First Buying List" for the School Libra ry 
Stevenson, B. E., H o111.e Book of Ve1·se f or Yomtg Folks. Henry H olt & Co., 
New York, 1915. $3.00. An anthology for all grades 
Thompson, Blanche J ., Silver P ennies. Macmillan Co., Chicago, 1925. $1.00 
Untermeyer, Louis, This S i:nging World . Abridged edition. Harcourt Brace & 
Co., ew York, 1926. $1.25 
Rossetti, Christina, Sing·Song. Macmillan Co., Chicago, 1925. $1.00 
Milne, A. A., When We JVere V ery Young . E. P. Dutton & Co., New York, 1924. 
$2.00 
Additional Books Which Are Very Desirable 
Stempel, C., A Book of Ballads. H enry H olt & Co., New York, 1917. $0.84 
De La Mare, Wulter, P eacock Pie. Henry Holt & Co., N ew York, 1925. $2.50 
F yleman, Rose, Fa.i1·ies and Chimneys. Doubleday, Doran & Co., New York, 1920 
$1 .25 
Wynne, Annette, Fo·r Days and Days. Frederick H . Stokes Co., New York, 1919. 
$2.50 
Ril ey, James Whitcomb, Child Rhymes. B obbs Merrill Co., Indianapolis, 1905. 
$1.50 
Lear, Edward, Complete Book of Nonsense V e1·se. Little Brown & Co., Boston, 
1925. $3.00 
Lear, Edwa rd, The J umblies and Other Nonsense V e1·ses. Frederick Warne & 
Co. $1.50 (This smaller edition of L ear may be bought for the reading 
tn ble in primary grades.) 
Daly, T. A., Canzoni. H arcourt, Brace & Co., New York, 1920. $1.50 
Steve nson, R. L., Child 's Gm·ifen of VeTses. ' Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York-
illustmted by J essie Wilcox Smith-$2.50; illustrated by Storer-$1.00. 
' Macmi llan Co., New York-illustrated by Davis-$1.00 
Mother Goo e 
Th e Real Mothe·r Goose. Illustrated by Blanche Fisher Wright. Rand McNally 
& Co., Chi cago. $2.00 
The L ittle Mother Goose. Illustrated by J essie Wilcox Smith. Dodd Mead & 
Co., New York. $1.50 
01£'1' Old Nw·se·ry Rhynu:s. Original tunes ha rmonized by Moffat, David 
McKay, Philadelphia . $3.00 
Browning, Robert, The Pied Pipe~· of Hamelin. Rand M'Na lly & Co., Chicago. 
$1 .50 
Huber, Bruner, Hnrl Curry, P oetl·y Boolrs. Rand McNa lly & Co., Chicago, 1926 
Other Desirable Books 
Guitermau, Arthur, The Laughi:ng ~!fttse. Harper and Brothers, New York, 1915. 
$2.00 
Wilkinson, Marguerite, .Contempom·ry P o.etry. Macmillan Co., New York, 1925. 
$0.88 
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l!,ield, E ugene, Lullaby Land. Charles Scribner 's Sons, N ew York. $1.75 
Do L a Mare, Walter, A Child 's Day. Henry Holt & Cci., New York. $1.75 
'l'easdale, Sara, Rainbow Gold. Macmillan Co., New York, 1924. $1.75 
Baker, Emile Kip, The Childnnt's First Book of PoetTy. $0.60. The Chilill'en's 
S econd Book of P oetTy. $0.60. The Child1·en ' s Thi1·d Book of Poet1·y. 
$0.60, American Book Co., New York, 1915 
Wiggins, K. & Smith, N . A., The Po81J Ring. Doubleday, Page & Co., New 
York, 1917. $1.50 
Lomax, J ohn A., Cowboy Songs ctncl Other F'rontim· Ballads. Macmillan Co., 
New York, 1910. $0.75 
Lucas, E. V., Anothm· Book of Ve1·ses f or Child ren. Macmillan Co., New York. 
(New edition, 1927.) $3.00 
Bouton, J osephine, Potmts for the Chi ldTen's H o·uT. Milton Bradley & Co. $1.75 
Moore, Clement C., A Visit {rom St. Nicholas. Macmillan Co., New York. $1.00 
]'yleman, Rose, The Fai1·y Flute. George H . Doran Co., New York, 1923 . $1.25 
Sherman, F. D., L ittle Folk Ly1·ics. Houghton Mifflin Co., New York, 1920 
Thatcher, L. W. & Wilkinson, Mm·guerite, The Listening Chi.ld. Mamnillan Co., 
New York, 1917. $1.75 
Roberts, E. M., Unde1· the 1'!·ec. Heubsch (Merged with Viking Press ) Inc., 
30 Irving Place, New York, 1922 
Smith, E. S., and H azeltine, A. I., Ch1•istmas in L egend and Story. Lothrop, 
Lee, and Shepard Co., Boston 
Untermeyer, Louis, Yest e1·day and Today. Harcourt, Brace & Co., New York 
IN'rRODUCTORY ST A TE11<[EN'l' 
'L'he foU owing compilation is not a complete list of the good books for children. 
It purports to be a rather representative set of lists f or all grades from the 
pre-primary through th e junior hjgh school. Books of varying degrees of diffi· 
cul ty are included in the li sts f or each separate period in order to make provision 
fo r individual differences. It is hoped that the list will suggest much good 
reading material to t he boys ancl girls of Iowa, and that through the r eading 
done these boys aJJd girl · may unlock the doors to many joyous and worth while 
leisure hours. 
ACKNO\VLEDGMENTS 
'l'he compiler of th is g raded list of books for children wishes to acknowledge 
her indebtedness to those who ha ve assisted in the work. She is deeply gra.teful 
to the persons uamecl below for the contributions they have made. . They have 
g iven generously of their time and eff c:·~ in the experimental work carried on 
in the field of children's interests in prose, from which work has come the list 
of forty-two titles of highly pref erred selections mentioned a t the encl of this 
co mpilation. The writer offers this expression of her sincere appreciation to: 
Dr. Ernest H orn, Professor of Education, The State University of Iowa 
Mrs. Ernest Horn, Chairman of Child Study Committee, International Kinder· 
gar ten Union 
Miss Maude McBroom, Principal of the University Elementa1·y School, The State 
University of Iowa 
Miss H elen K. Mackintosh, Supervisor of E lementary Grades, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan 
Miss Bess Goodykoontz, Assistant Commissioner of Educati on for t.Ue United 
States 
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Miss Mathilda Walton, Superv~sor of Elementary Grades; togeth er with a staJ'f' 
of six fourth grade teachers, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Mrs. W. J. Kincaid; together with the following members of the staff of the 
Kincaid School, Houston, Texas. Staff members: Mrs. Paige McCullough, 
Mrs. Grace White, Mrs. Grace Dipple, Mrs. Flo1·ence Helm, Miss Florence 
Sherrard, Miss J anet Arendale, Miss Mary C. Hill, Miss Norma Forsythe 
The teachers of several fourth grades in Green Bay, Wisc011sin, chosen by Miss 
Goodykoontz to assist 
Miss Harriet Dickson, Children's Librarian, Houston, Texas 
Miss Lida M. Williams, Director of Primary and Kindergarten Education, North-
ern State Teachers College, Aberdeen, South Dakot.o1. 
Miss Vera Lighthall, English Department, Northern State Teachers Coll ege, 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Miss Ruby Adams, Supervisor of Elementary Grades, Aberdeen, South Dakotn 
Mrs. Mary A. Gill Walsh, Teacher in Atlantic City, New J ersey 
The children participating, from Iowa City, Green Bay, Aberdeen, Houston, m1d 
Atlantic City 
Dr. Ernest Horn, as director of the experimental work, has been guide and 
adviser in all th e studies made by the writer. To him should be given the credit 
of stinmlating the work. 
Acknowledgment is hereby made to the authors nnd publishers of the follow-
ing references for help gained in consulting their works: 
Gardner, E. E., and Ramsey, E., Handbook of Childnm's Lite·ra.tu1·e, Scott, 
Foresman, Chicago 
Leonard, S. A., Essential Principles of T eaching Rea<1ing and Literature, Lippin-
cott, Philadelphia 
Mahoney, B. E., and Whitney, E., Realms of Golcl in Ch·iMren's Books, Doubleday, 
New York 
Terman, L. M., and Lima, M., Child1·en's Beading, Appleton, New York 
The Twen'ty-fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa -
tion, Part I, The Repo1·t of the Committee 01~ Reading, Public School Pub· 
lishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois 
American Library Associa.tion, Book List fo1' Elementlliry Gmdes, 520 No. Michi -
gan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Denrborn, Frances, Cou1·se of Study in Indian Histo1·y f or Gmdc Two, Extension 
Department, State University of Iowa 
H. W. Wilson Company, Catalogue of Children's Books, New York 
American Library Association, CataJ.ogues of Child1·en's Books, secured from 
publishers, 520 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
American Library Association, The Booklist, a Guide to New Books (All issues 
for 1929-1930), 520 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 
Garnett, W. L., Chilcll·en's Choices in Prose, Master's Thesis, University of Iowa , 
Iowa City 
Garnett, W. L., Seveml Stuclies in the Fielcl of Chilclre;1 's I nterests in Prose, 
Manuscript) 
WILMA LESLIE GARNET, 
Director Elementary Education, 
Eastern State Teachers College, 
Madison, South Dakota 
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PART TWO-BOOKS TO READ 
A GRADED LIS'!' 
Books for the Kindergarten and the Eat·ly Pa rt 
of Grade One 
I. Picture Books 
A. ABC Books 
Falls, C. B., A B C Book, Doubleday, Chicago 
Farjeon, E., The Country Child.' s Alphabet, Imported 
Farjeon, E., The Town Chilc~'s Alphabet, Imported 
Field, R., An Alphabet f or· Boys and Girls, Doubleday, Chicago 
Greenaway, K., A Apple Pie, Warne, New York 
Sewell, H., A B C fo?· Eve1·yday, Macmillan, Chicago 
Tietjens, Mrs. Eunice, The Jaw-Breaker 's Alphabet, Boni, New York 
B. Mother Goose 
Brooke, L. L eslie, Rvng o' Roses, Warne, New York 
Buffum, K . G., Mother Goose in Si1houettes, Houghton, Chicago 
Caldecott, Randolph, Collection of Pictu1·es and Songs, (2 volumes), 
Warne, N ew York 
Falls, C. B., Mothm· Goose, Doubleday, Chicago 
Folkard, C., Mother Goose 's Nursery Rhymes, Macmillan, Chicago 
Greenaway, K ., (Illustrator), Mothe1· Goose, Warne, New York 
Rackham, A., (Illustrator), Mother Goose, Century, Chicago 
Smith, J. W ., (Illustrator), Mother Goose, Dodd, New York 
Smith, J . W., (Illustrator), L itUe Mother Goose, Dodd, New Yorl< 
Wright, B. F., The Real Mother Goose, Rand, Chicago 
C. Picture and Story Books 
Adelborg, 0., Clean P eter and the Children of Gru.bbylea, Longmans, 
New York 
Bannerman, H., The Sto1·y of Little Black Sarnbo, Stokes, New York 
Barker, C. M., Flower Faih:ies of the Sp1··ing, Macmillan, Chicago 
Barker, C. M., Flower Fairies of the Autumn, Macmillan Chicago 
Bates, K . L., Once Upon a Tirne: A Book of Old Tirne, Rand, Chi · 
cago 
Bianco, Mrs. Mar!fery, Little Wooden Doll, Macmillan, Chicago 
Beskow, E., Aunt Green, Aunt B1·own, Aunt Lavende1·, (See other 
books by the same author.) Harper, New York 
Blaine, S. E., Merchant Ships and What They B1·ing, Dutton, New 
York 
Brooke, L. Leslie, Johnny Crow' s Gm·der~, Warne, New York 
Brooke, L. Leslie, The Three Little Pigs, Warne, New York 
Burgess, G., Goop Books, Stokes, New York 
Byron, M., The L ittle Red H en, Hodder and Stoughton 
Caldecott, R., Caldecott Piotw·e Books, Warne, New 1('ork 
Carrick, V., Picture Tales from. the Russians, Stokes, New York 
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Carter, W. H., 1'he Story of the Horse, National Geography, Stokes, 
New York 
Cox, P., B1·ow?vies: Thei1· Book, Century, Chicago 
Crane, W., Old Mothe1· H1bbbm·d Picture Book, Dodd, New York 
Crane, W., Ba.by's Own A esop, Vi' arne, New York 
Dana, Mrs. E . C., Story of J e81ts, Marshall Jones, Boston 
Deming, E. W., Amm·iean Animal Life, Stokes, New York 
Deming, E . W., Animal Life of Wood and Plain, Stokes, ew York 
Deming, E. W ., lnclian Chi ld L i f e, Stokes, New York 
Deming, E. W., Little Indian Folk, Stokes, New York 
Dunlap, H ., (Illustrator), The Pied P·~per of H011n.elin, by Robert 
Browning, Rand, Chicago 
Eisgruber, E., (Illustrator), Sp·in Top Spin, Macmillan, Chicago 
Field, R., A L ·ittle Book of Days, Doubleday, Chicago 
France, A., Ou1· Children, Duffield, New York 
Francis, J. G., Book of Cl1 em'f1tl Cats, Century, Chicago 
Fuertes, L. A., and others. The Book of Dogs, Nationa l Geographic, 
Washington, D. C. 
Fyleman, R., Katy ](?'USe Dolly Book, Doran, Ga rd en City, New York 
Grant, G., (Illustrator ) , Th e Sto1·y of the Ship, Bradley, Spring· 
field, Mass. 
Greenaway, K., (Illustrator), The Pi.ecl Pi zJm· of Ham elin, by Hobert 
Browning, Warne, New York 
Grimmage, P., The Pieture Book of ShilJS, Ma cmillan, Chicago 
Happy HouT Books, (Such books as: "Ugly Duckling," "Three 
Pigs. '') Macmillan, Chicago 
Gdshin, N ., P ete·r P ea, Stokes, New York 
Hader, B. and E., P·ietm·e Book of TTavel, Macmman, Chicago 
Hader, B and E., Two i?u.nny Clowns, Coward·McCann, New York 
H enshaw, H., Book of B·i·,·cls, National Geogra.phic, Washington, D. C. 
Kaberry, The Book of Ba.by Dogs, Hodder and Stoughton 
Kuh, C., The Fi1·eman, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Motorman, Macmillan, Chicago 
Knh, C., The Policenwn, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Postman, Macmillm1, Chicago 
Lear, E., Calico Pie, Warne, e.w York 
Le Fevre, F., The Coek, the Mmb8e and the Little Red Hen, Macrae, 
Philadelphia 
LeMair, Willebeek, The Chilcl·ren's Conw 1·, McKay, Philadelphia 
LeMair, Willebeek, (Illustrator) , A Gallc·ry of Child1·en, by A. A. 
Milne, McKay, Philadelphia 
My Book of Bi1·cls, S. Gabriel Sons, McKay, Philadelphia 
Nelson, E. W., Wild Ani1nals of North Am.e1·ica, National Geo· 
graphic, Washington, D. C. 
Read, Helen S., Ai.1·plane Ride, Scribner, Chicago 
Read, Helen S., Grandfather's Fann, Scribner, Chicago 
Read, Helen S., Ma1·y and the Police11ta1t, Scribner, Chicago 
Read, Helen S., MT. BTown's Grocery Store 
Smith, R. B., (Illustrator),• 
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The Count1·y Book, Stokes, New York 
The Chicke·n W01·ld, Putnam, New York 
The Railroad Book, Houghton, Chicago 
The Sea.<~hore Book, Houghton, Chicago 
The Farm Book, Houghton, Chicago 
The Railway Book, S. Gabriel Sons and Co., New York 
Winter, M., (Illustrator ) , The Children .'s A esop, Rand, Chicago 
II. Games and Stories to Tell to CJ1ild ren 
Bailey, C. S., Fi1·elight Sto1•ies, Bradley, Springfield 
Baldwin, J., Fifty Famous Stories Retold, American Book Company, 
Chicago 
Barnes, W., Types of Chihlren's L'itemtw·e, Bradley, Springfield 
Bryant, S. C., Best St01•ies to Tell to ChilclTen, Houghton, Chicngo 
Cooke, F. J., Natu1·e Myths an{l Stor·ies, F lanagan, Chicago • 
Clark, H., The Poppy S eed Cakes, Doubleday, Chicago 
Coussens, F., A Chi.lcl 's Book of Stories, Flanagan, Chicago 
Cox, P ., The Brow1vies: Thei1· Book, Century, Chicago 
Curry-Clippenger, Chilclren 's Literatwre, Rand, Chicago 
De la Mare, and others, Ntw~ber Two Joy Street, Appleton, Chicago 
Fylemau, H ., F01·ty Good Ni.ght Tales, Doubleday, Chicago 
Harper, W., Story Hour Favorites, Century, Chicago 
Hutchison, V., Chimney CO?'?te?' St01··ies, Winston, Chicago 
Keyes, Angela, Stories a?ld St01·y T elling, Appleton, Chicago 
Le Fevre, F., The Cock, th e Mmt.se and th e L ittle Ref! Hen, Macrae, 
Philadelphia 
Lofting, H ., The Sto1·y of Mrs. Tt;bbs, Stokes, New York 
Lucas, E . V., Fowr an€l Twenty 1.'oi!m·s, McDevitt-Wilson, New Yo rk 
Martin, J., John Martin 's Read-Aloud Book, Dodd, New York 
Miller, Olive B., I n the Ntt.rsery of My Bookhouse (Volume I ): 
The Book Hou.se f or Chilclrcm., 1920, My Bookhousc Publishing 
Company, Chicago 
Mitchell, L . S., Here and Now Sto1·y Book, Dutton, New York 
Moe, L. S., Little B ear Cub, Coward-McCann, New York 
Moe, L. S., The Dressed UzJ Pig, Coward-McCann, New York 
Poulsson, E., Finge1· Plays, Lothrop, Boston 
Poulsson, E., SO?lgs of a Little Chilcl's Day, Bradley, Springfield 
Potter, Beatrix, Tale of Peter Rabbit, Warne, New York 
Richards, L. E., Fi·ve Minttte Stori.cs, Page, Boston 
Scudder, H. E., Tb..e Children's Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Shedlock, M. L., The .th-t of the St01·y Teller, Appleton, Chicago 
Skinner, E. L ., and A. M., Nursery Tales from. Many Lands, Scrib-
ner, Chicago. 
Skinner, E. L ., and A. M., A V e1·y L i ttle Child 's Book of Sto1·ies, 
Duffield, New York 
Skinner, E . L., and A. M., A Child's Book of Modern Sto1·ies, 
Duffield, New York 
Tappan, E. M., The Child1·en's Hou1·, (15 Volumes) 
Tileston, Mrs. M. W., Suga;r and Spice and All That's Nice, Little, 
Brown ancl Company, Chicago 
BOOKS TO READ 
III. Animal Stories 
Brock, R. L., The R·unaway Sanline, Knopf, New York 
Buller, The StoTy of Woofin'-Poofin', McBride, New York 
Flack, M., Angus and the Ducks, Doubleday, Chicago 
Francis, J. G., Book of Chee1·ful Cats, Century, Chicago 
Gag, W., Millio-ns of Cats, Coward McCann, New York 
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Hill, Helen, Maxwell and Violet, Cllcwl-ie and Hi-s Kitten ToJJ.<y, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Le Fe,•rc, F., The Little Grey Goose, Macrae, Philadelphla 
Lenski, L., Two Brothe·rs wnd Their Animal F1·iends 
Lofting, H., The Story of Mrs. Tubbs, Stokes, New York 
Orton, H. F., The Little Lost Pigs, Stokes, New York 
Orton, H . F ., Prancing Pat, Stokes, New York 
Potter, B., The Tale of P ete·r Rabbit, Etc., Warne, No~ York 
Pyle, K., The Tale of Two Bmw.ies, Dutton, New York 
Roberts, J., The Wonde1'{1tl Adventures of Ludo, the Little G1-een 
Du.ok, Duffield, New York 
Wells, Rh ea, Pepzli the Duck, Doubleday, Chicago 
IV. Rllytnes, Verses and Songs 
Adelborg, 0., Clean Peter and the Children of Gmbbylea, Long· 
mans, New York 
Anderson, A., (IllustnJtor), Old Engl·ish Nursery Songs, Breutauo, 
New York 
Blaisdell, E. A., and M. F., Rhymes am£l Tales for Child1·en, Little, 
Chic:1go 
Boutet de Mouvel, L. M., (Illustrator), Chamsons ct Rondes pour 
les Petits Enfants, Imported 
Brooks, L., Johnny Or01u 's Gm'dC1!, Warne, New York 
Crane, W., The Baby's Opera., Warn e, New York 
De la Mal'e, W., A Child's Day, Holt, Chicago 
Fyleman, R., Fa·i·ries and Chinmeys, Doran, Garden City 
Greenaway, K., Mm·igold Garden, Warne, New York 
Greenaway, K., Under the Window, Warn e, New York 
L ear, E., Nonsense Books, Little, Brown and Co., Chicago 
Lofting, H., Porr·idge Poetry, Stokes, New York 
Milne, A. A., Whm~ We Were Very Yo·1mg, Dutton, New York 
Moffat, A., Our Old NurseTy Rhymes, McKay, Philadelphia 
Moore, C-, The Night Befo1·e Ch1'istmas, Macmillan, Chicago 
Neidlinger, W. H ., Small Songs faT Small Singc1·s, Schrimer 
Rossetti, C., Sing Song, Macmillan, Chicago 
Stevenson, R. L., A Child's Gm·den of Verses, (Mauy editions from 
various publishers), Scribner, Chicago; Rand, Chicago 
'rhompson, B., (Compiler), Silve1· Pennies, Macmillan, Chicago 
Tippett, J. S., I live ·in a City, Harper, New York 
Walter, E'dna, (Compiler), Som.e Nwrsery Rhy1nes of Belgiu1n, 
Fmnoe, R~tssia, (Harmonized by Lucy Brondwood), A. and C. 
Black, London, (Macmillan, Chicago) 
Wiggin, K. D., The Posy Ring, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wilson, E . R., E ·ueryohUd ;s Mothe1· Goose, (Edited by C. Wells) , 
Music by S. Homer, Macmillan, Chicago 
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GOOD BOOKS J<'OJl CHILDREN 
A GRADED L!S'l' 
Books for Grnd es 0 11 c, 'l'wo :111ol 'l' hrl'c 
J. Stories to Read or to Tell to Childre11 
Aspinwa ll, Mrs. A., Sho1·t Stories for Short People, Dutto11, New 
York 
Babbitt, E. G., Jcttaka Tales, Ce11tury, Chicago 
Babbitt, E. G., More Jataka Tales, Century, Chicago 
Babbitt, E. G., The An.imal'.s Own Stm·y Book, Century, Chicago 
Bailey ancl Lewis, Fo·r the ChilclTen '.s Hon·r, Br:ulley, Springfield 
Baldwin, J., Old G1·eek Sto1·ies, American Book Company, Chicago 
Bannerman, The Story of L ittle Black Sambo, Stokes, New York 
Bone, W. A., Children's Stories and H ow to T ell Them, Harcourt, 
New York 
Bl'Ooke, L., Golden Goose Book, vVume, New York 
Bryant, S. C., The Best Stories to T ell to Ch'ild·ren, Houghton, 
Chicago 
Brya11t, S. C., N ew StoTies to T ell to ChililTen, Houghton, Chicago 
Bryant, S. C., How to T ell Sto?"ies to Chilclrcn, Houghton, Chicago 
Burgess, 'l'. W., The Bu1·gess Animal Book fo?' Ch·ildren, Little, 
Chicago · 
Chishol m, L ., aw1 Steedman, A., (Euitors ) , A Stai·rcase of StoTies, 
Putnam, New Yo •·k 
Collodi, The Adventu1·es of Finocchio, Ginn, Chicago 
Colum, P., The Boy Who Knew ·what the B·iTrls Saicl, Maclllillall, 
Chicago 
Co lum, P., The J(: i:ng of l ·reland's Son, Macmillan, Chicago 
Cook, Flora J ., Nat1t1·e Myths aml Stories, F la 11 agan, Chicago 
Coussens, P. W., (Compiler ), The Ch-ilcl 's Book of Stories, Duffield, 
New York 
Co wles, J. D., ( Compi1er), Stories to T ell, Flanagan, Chicago 
Cowles, J. D., (Compiler), 1-n~liwn Natu1·e Myths, Flanagan, Chicago 
Curry and Clippinger, Children's Lite!·at·1u·e, R:ind, Chicago 
De Ia Mare, W., Nurnb eT One Joy St1·eet, Appleton, Chicago 
Dodge, M. M., A ~New Baby Wo·rlcl, Century, Chicago 
Emerson, . D., A Merry-Go-llou.nrl of Modern Timws, D utton, New 
York 
Fyleman, R., T ea Tim es Tail' .•, Doubleday, Chicago 
Graves, A. P., The ]?·ish Fa-iry Book, Stokes, New York 
H ewins, C. M., A Micl- Centu1·y Child ancl Hm· Books, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Holbrook, F., The Book of Nature Myths, Houghton, Chicago 
Holbrook, }'., Northland He1·oes, Houghton, Chicago 
Hutchinson, V. S., Chimney Co·rner Fa·i;ry Tales, Minton, New York 
Hutchinson, V. S., Fires·icle Stories. Minton, ::\"ew York 
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Harris, J . C., Uncle Remus : His Songs and Sayings, Appleton, 
Chicago 
Hodgkins, Mrs. M. D. H., The .Atlantio Trea81J,ry of Childhood 
Stories, Little, Chicago 
International Kinderga rten Union, T old Under the G1·cen Umb1·ella, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Kipling, R., Just So Stories, Doubleday, Chicago 
Linderman, Frank B., Kootenai Why Stories, Scribner, Chicago 
Lindsay, M., Sto1·y Gm·clen, Lothrop, Boston 
Lindsay, M., Story T elle1· f o1· L ittle Chilcl·ren, Lothrop, Boston 
Lindsay, M., Mothe1· Stories, Bradley, Springfield 
Lindsay, M., More Mother Stories, Bradley, Springfield 
Mamin·Siberiak, Verotohka's Tales, Dutton, New York 
Miller, G. T ., Story T elling to L ive Wire BIYIJS, Dutton, New York 
Muloch, D. N., The Little Lame P1·inee, Rand, Chicago 
Martin, John, J oltn Ma1·tin's Reacl-.Al01tel Book, Dodd, New York 
Lofting, H., Th e Sto1·y of D1·. Dolittle, Stokes, New York 
Lofting, H., Voyages of 'D1-. Dolittle, Stokes, New York 
Perrault, C., Tales of Mothe1· Goose, Heath, Chicago 
Perrault, C., Fairy 1'a.les, Dutton, New York 
Perrault, C., Per·ra~blt's l?ai1·y Tales, Simpkins, (Real Bk. Co., New 
York) 
Phillips, E. C., The Lively Adventu1·es of J ohnny Ping-W·ing, 
Houghton, Chicago 
Putnam, (Publisher), Tales f o?· B eclti1ne, Putnam, New York 
Putnam, (Publisher ), The Book of L aughte1·, Putna m, ew York 
Pratt, M. L ., L ege?lcls of the R eel Ckilcl .. ren, America n Book Co., 
Chicago 
Pyle, H ., P eppe1· ancl Salt, Harper, New York 
Pyle, K., Mother 's NuTse·ry Tales, Dutton, New York 
Richards, L., The P.ig Brothe1· and Other Fables, Little, Chicago 
Sandburg, C., Rootabaga Sto?-i fs, Harcourt, New York 
Sandburg, C., Rootabaga P igeons, H a rcourt, New York 
Scudder, H. E., The B ook of L egencls, Houghton, Chicago 
Scudder, H. E., The Children ' s Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Sewell, A., Bla.ck B eauty, Rand, Chicago 
Shedlock, M., The A1·t of t lt e tory T eller, Appleton, Chicago 
Skinner, I. M., a nd E. L., A Little Child's Book of S tories, Duffield, 
New York 
Tappan, E . U., The Chilcl1-e?t 's H01w·, Houghton, Chicago 
Sylvester, C. H ., J ounwys Th1'1Yl(qh Booklancl, Thompson Publishing 
Co., Long Island, N. Y. 
Wiggin and Smith, The Sto1·y Ho~w·, Houg hto n, Chicago 
Zitkala, Olcl lnclia4t L egends, Ginn, Chicago 
II. Bible Stories for Children 
Adams, Jes~t.S of Naza-1·eth, Oxford, New York 
Baldwin, L. M., Old Stories f1'011t the- East, American Book Com· 
pany, Chicago 
Bryant, L. M., Bible Stm·iJJ S in Bible Language, Appleton, Chicago 
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Century Company, (Publishers ), Bi ble for Young People, Century, 
Chicago 
Chisholm, E., Old Testwme1~t Stories, Dutton, New York 
Danielson, F. W., The Bible Story Book, Pilgrim, Boston 
Dawes, Bible Stories for Young P eople, Crowell, New York 
De la Mare, Stories from the Bt"ble, Cosmopolitan, New York 
Grover, E . 0., Old T estament Stories, Little, Chicago 
Kellogg, C., Stories from the Life of J esu.s, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Kellogg, C., Stories f 1·o1n the Old Tes-tament , Babbs, Indianapolis 
Kelman, J. H., Stories f rom the Li f e of Christ, Dutton, New York 
Loveland, S., The Illustra.ted B ·ible Story Book, Rand, Chicago 
Nairn, Quiller 
Couch, Glover, The L ittle Childre?~'s Bible, Macmillan, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J., Bible Stories to Read 01~ Tell, Houghton, Boston 
Pleasanton, L. M., The N11rscry Story of the Bible, Stokes, New 
York 
Rolt, M. F., A Ba.by 's Life of J esus Christ, Macmillan, Chicago 
Sherman and Kent, Children's Bible, Scribner, Chicago 
Smith, N . A., Old, Old Tales from the Old, Old Book, Doubleday, 
Garden City 
Stewart, M., Tell Me a True Story, Revell, Chicago 
Tappan, Old, Old Story Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Van Loon, H., The Story of the Bible, Bani, New York 
Wilson, Theodora, The Old T estament Story, Blackie 
Wilson, Theodora, The New T esta?nent Story, Blackie 
III. Christmas Stories and Plays (See Bible Stories also ) 
Alden, R. M., Why the Chimes Rang, Babbs, Indianapolis 
Bowie, W. R., When J esus Was Bont, Harper, New York 
Burgess, T. W., The Christmas Rei1~eer, Macmillan, Chicago 
Dickens, C., The Holly Tree m~ Other Christmas Stories, Scribner, 
Chicago 
Pickens, C., The Chimes, Dutton, New York 
Dickens, C., Christma.s Carol, Dutton, New York 
Dickinson, A. D., and Skinner, A. M., The Children's Book of 
Ch?'ist·mas Stories, Doubleday, Chicago 
Dier, J . C., (Compiler), The CMldre1~'s Book of ChristmM, Mac-
millan, Chicago 
F aulkner, G., Christma.s Stories, Sears, New York 
Field, E., Christmas Tales and Christmas V erse, Scribner, Chicago 
Fyleman, Rose, A L ittle Christntas Book, Doubleday, Chicago 
Guth, A., Little Christmas, Macmillan, Chicago 
Moore, A. C., Nicholas, Putnam, New York 
Moore, C. C., 'Twas the Night Befo re Chr·i.stmas, Houghton, Chicago 
and Macmillan, Chicago 
Page, T. N., Tommy Trot' s Viont to Santa Claus, Scribner, Chicago 
Pyle, K., The Christmas Angel, Little, Chicago 
Sawyer, R., The Way to Christmas, Harper, New York 
Smith, E., and Hazeltine, A., (Compilers), Christn~ in L egend a.nd 
Story, Lothrop, Boston 
BOOKS TO READ 
Timmermans, F., St. Nicholas in Trouble, Harper, New York 
Wiggin, K. D., The Bird 's Christmas Ca-rol, Houghton, Chicago 
Wilkinson, M. 0., Yule Fire, Macmillan, Chicago 
IV. Fables 
Aesop, Fables of Aesop, Macmillan, Chicago 
Anderson, R. G., Seven O'clock Stories, Putnam, New York 
Anderson, R. G., Eight 0 'clock Stories, Putnam, New York 
Babbitt, Ellen 'C., Jataka Tales, Century, Chicago 
Babbitt, Ellen C., More Jataka Tales, Century, Chicago 
Bigham, M. A., Merry Animal Tales, Little, Chicago 
Bryce, C. T., Fables from Afar, Newson, Chicago 
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Cooper, F. T., (Editor), An Argosy of Fables, Stokes, New York 
Colum, P., The Boy Who Knew What the B ·i.rds Said, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Davis, M. H., and Chow-Leung, Chinese Fables and Folk Stories, 
American Book Co., Chicago 
Dutton, M. B., The Tortoise and the Geese and Other Fables, 
Houghton, Chicago 
Kent, F., Puppy Dog's Tales and Stories of Othe1· Animal Friends, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
La Fontaine, (Tilney), The Original Fables of L a Fontaine, Dutton, 
New York 
Mukerji, D. G., Hindu Fables, Dutton, New York 
Scudder, H., Book of Fa.bles and Folk Sto1·ies, Houghton, Chicago 
Wiggin and Smith, Talking B easts, Doubleday, Chicago 
V. Myths and Legends 
Bailey, C. S., Wonder Stories, Bradley, Springfield 
Baldwin, J., Fifty F111m0us Stm·ies Re-Told, American Book Co., 
Chicago 
Baldwin, J., Thi1·ty More Fa"!wus Stories Re-Told, American Book 
Co., Chicago 
Baldwin, J., The Sampo, Scribner, Chicago 
Beckwith, M. H., In Mythland, (Vols. I and II), Educational Pub-
lishing Co., Chicago 
Beaton, H., The Sons of Kai, Macmillan, Chicago 
Bosschere, Jean de, Folk Ta.les of Fla.ndm·s, Dodd, New York 
Bryant, L . M., Th e Chi ld1·en's Book of Celebrated L egends, Cen-
tury, Chicago 
Bur8<Css, T. W., Old Mothe1· West Wind, Little, Chicago 
Colum, P., Orphans, Macmillan, Chicago 
Cooke, Flora J., Na.ture Myths and Sto?·i.es, Flanagan, Chica.go 
Cowles, J. D., Stori.es to T ell: Indian Nature Myths, Flanagan, 
Chicago 
Dasent, Sir G. W., Popular Tales fro·rn the Norse, Putnam, New York 
Holbrook, F., A Book of Nature Myths, Houghton, Chicago 
McLeod, M., The Book of King Arthu.r, Stokes, New York 
McLeod, M., A Book of Ballad Stories, Stokes, New York 
Martin, D. B., Fatm.a Wd's a Goose, Doubleday, Chicago 
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Nelson, K., (Illustrator), East of the Sun wnd West of the Moon, 
Doran, Garden City 
Newman, I., Fairy Flowers, Oxford, New York 
Nicholson, W., The Pimte Twins, Coward-McCann, New York 
Olcott, F. J., (Editor), Th e Wonder Gm·den, Houghton, Chicago 
Peabody, J. P., Old G1·eek Folk StoTies, Houghton, Chicago 
Pratt, M. L., L egends of the Red Child1·cn, American Book Co., 
Chicago 
Scudder, H. E ., The Book of L egends, Houghton, Chicago 
Skinner, A., and E., A Ch·ild 's Book of Ga1·den Stor·ies, Duffield, 
New York 
Snedeker, Mrs. C. D., The Black An·owhead, Doubleday, Chicago 
Tanner, D., L egends [Tom the Red Man's Forest, Flanagan, Chicago 
Tappan, E. M., Robin Hood, Little, Chicago 
Walker, M. C., OuT Bi1·ds and TheiT Nestlings, American Book Co., 
Chicago 
Wilson, G. L ., Myths of the R ed ChildTen, Ginn, Chicago 
Young, E., The Tangle-Coat ed H m·se, Longmans, New York 
VI. Fairy and Fantastic Stories, Old and New 
Adams, K., (Compiler), There W e1·e Giants, Dodd, New York 
Alden, R. M., Why the Chimes Rang, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Andersen, H. C., Fai1·y Tales, Doubleday, Chicago 
Andersen, H . · C., Thumb elina, Macmillan, Chicago 
Bailey, M., Little Man with One Shoe, Little, Chicago 
Bak er, M., The Black Cats and the Tinlce1·'s W i f e, Duffield, New 
York 
Baker, M., The Lost M(n·baby, Duffield, New York 
Baker, M., The Water Elf and the Mille1·'s Child, Duffield, New 
York 
Barrie, J. M., The P eter Pan Pict~t,·e Boolc, Macmillan, Chicago 
Barrie, J. M., P ete1· Pan and W enily, Scribner, Chicago 
Barrie, J. M., The Little White B i1·cl, Scribner, Chicago 
Barzini, L ., The Little Match Man, Penu, Philadelphia 
Brooks, L . L., T01n Thumb, Warne, New York 
Brooke, L. L ., Puss in Boots, Warne, ew York 
Brooke, L. L ., The Th1·ee B ea1·s, Warne, New York 
Brooke, L. L., Th1·ee L ittle Pigs, Warne, New York 
Browne, A. F., The Lonesom est Doll, Houghton, Chicago 
Browne, F., Gmnnu.'s Wonderful Chair, Dutton, New York 
Carroll, L., Alice in W011-de1·land, H arper, New York 
Carroll, L., T1wough the Looking Glass, Harper, New York 
Casserley, A., Mieha.el of ll·elanil, Harper, New York 
Casserley, A., The Whims of Knoolcattan, Harper, New York 
Casserley, A., Roseen, Harper, New York 
Collodi, C., Pinwcohio, Lippincott, Chicago 
Colum, P., The BO'IJ Who K new What the Birds Saw, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Colum, P., The Children Who Followed the Pipe1·, Macmillan, Chi-
cago 
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Colum, P., The Giffl Who Sat by the Ashes, Macmillan, Chicago 
Cox, Palmer, The B1·ownies: Their B ook, Century, Chicago 
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Craik, D. M. M., The Adventures of a Brownie, Macmillan, Chicago 
Craik, D. M. M., Fairy Boolc, Harper, New York 
Dickens, C., The Magic Fishb one, Warne, New York 
Field, R., American Folic and Fai1·y Tales, Scribner, Chicago 
France, A., B ee, the P1·incess of the Dwa·rfs, Dutton, New York 
France, A., H oneybee, Dodd, New York 
Gate, E. M., All the Ki~~g 's T 1·umpets, Yale, New Haven, Conn. 
Griffin, W. E ., Korean Fai1·y Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffin, W. E., W elsh Fairy Tale·s, Crowell, New York 
Griffin, W. E ., Swiss Fairy Tales, Crowell, N ew York 
Griffin, W. E'., Dutch Fai1·y Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffin, W. E., B elgian Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffin, W. E., Japanese Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Grimm Brothers, Fairy Tales, J acobs 
Haaran, J. H., Faiffy Life, Newson, Chicago 
H earn, L., J apanese Fairy Tales, Boni and Liveright, New York 
H ess, F., The Magic Swit ch, Macmillan, Chicago 
Howes, E., The Song: B1·ight Sand, Little, Chicago 
J acobs, English Fai1·y Tales, Putnam, New York 
J acobs, Indian Fai1·y Tales; Putnam, New York 
J acobs, Celtic Fai1·y T ales, Putnam, New York 
J acobs, Eu1'rYp a's Fai.r y Boolc, Putnam, N ew York 
LeBlanc, G., Th e Child1·en's BluebiTd, Dodd, N ew York 
Luigi, C., Italian Fairy Tales, Dutton, N ew York; Silver, Chicago 
Meigs, C. L ., The Cmolced Apple Tree, Little, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J., The B oolc of Elves and Fai1·ies, Houghton, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J., Wond er Tales from Fa·i1·y Isles, Longmans, New York 
Potter, M. C., Sally Gabble and the Fairies, Macmillan, Chicago 
Pyle, K., The Counterpane FaiTy, Dutton, New . York 
Richards, L. E ., The Pig B1·other and Other Fables and Stories, 
Little, Chicago 
Sandburg, C., Rootabaga StoTies, Harcourt, New York 
Skinner, E. L., and A. M., Nurse1·y Tales f1·om. Many Lands, Scrib-
ner, Chicago 
Wiggin and Smith, The FaiTy Ring, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wiggin and Smith, Magic Casements, Doubleday, Chicago 
Williston, F . P., Japanese FaiTy Tales, Rand, Chicago 
Wiltse, S. E., F olklore Stories and Proverbs, Ginn, Chicago 
VII. Stories about Children 
Adelborg, 0., Clean P et er and the Children of G1·ubbylea, Longmans, 
New York 
Andrews, J., Seven L ittle Sisters, Ginn, Chicago 
Andrews, S., Olle 's Ski Trip, H arper, New York 
Bailey, C., Boys and Girls of Colonial Days, Flanagan, Chicago 
Bass, Stories of Pioneer L i fe , Heath, Chicago 
Belloc, H., The Bad Children's Boolc of B easts, Knopf, New York 
Beskow, E., P elle 's N ew ·suit, Harper, N ew York 
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Beskow, E., A·unt Brown, Aunt Green, an{l Aunt Lavender, Harper, 
New York 
Beskow, E., Aunt Brown's B i-rthday, Harper, New York 
Blaisdell and Ball, Log Cabvn Days, Little, Chicago 
Brown, A. F., John of the Woods, Houghton, Chicago 
Brown, E., Lupe Goes to School, Macmillan, Chicago 
Brown,· E., The Si.lver B ear, Lothrop, Boston 
Burgess, G., Goo-ps, Stokes, N ew York 
Burnett, F. H., Little L01·d Famttleroy, Scribner, Chicago 
Burnett, F . H., Sara C1·ewe, Scribner, Chicago 
Carpenter, F., Around the World wi-th the Children, American Book 
Co., Chicago 
Chance, L. M., Little Folks of Many Lands, Ginn, Chicago 
Chevalier, J. C., Noah's Grandchildre1~, Doubleday, Chicago 
Coatsworth, E., The Boy wi.th the Pan·ot, Macmillan, Chicago 
Clark, M., The Poppy Seed Cakes, Doubleday, Chicago 
Crewe, H . C., Satu1'day 's Chi/.(lren, Little, Chicago 
Earle, A. M., Home Life in Colo1tial Days, Macmillan, Chicago 
Field, R., Polly Patchwork, Ma.cmilla.n, Cllica.go 
Gist, Eide, Gist, N ew St01'ies from Eskimo Land, Harr Wagner, 
San Francisco 
Goldsmith, C., The Histo1·y of Little Goody Two Shoes, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Grover, E. 0., The S1mbonnet Ba.bies in Ita:ty, Rand, Chicago 
Grover, E. 0 ., The Su11.bonnet Ba.bies i n Holland, Rand, Chicago 
Grover, E. 0 ., The Overall Boys in Switzerlan4, Rand, Cl1ica.go 
Hart, A., Col01tial Child1'en, Macmillan, Chicago 
Howard, C., Ameli<t·Anne a.nd the Green Umbrella., Macrae, Philn · 
delphia 
Hill and Ma.xwell, Little T&nino, Macmillan, Chicago 
Hoffman, H ., Slovenly P eter, Winston, Chicago 
Jacobs, E. P ., When I Was a Girl in Hungary, LoUuop, Boston 
Jewett., M., Hopi, the Cliff Dweller, Educational Publishing Co., 
Chicago 
Lindsay, M., Bobby and the B i.g Road, Lothrop, Boston 
Meigs, C., The W o1werful Locomotive, Macmillan, Chicago 
McGuckin and Criss, Mal01t, a Little Swiss Girl, Doubleday, Chicago 
Morcomb, M. E ., Red F eathe1· Stories, Lyons and Carnahan, Chicago 
Morley, M., DO?tkey John of Toy Va:tley, McClurg, Chicago 
Mulock, M., The Little Lame Pri1we, Rand, Cl1icago 
Muller, M., Little P eople of the S1ww, Flanagan, Chicago 
Nida, S. H ., L etters of Polly-the-Pioneer, Macmillan, Chicago 
Nursery Series: Wood and Others-
Ah-Fu, a Chinese Rivttr Boy, Friendship Press, New York 
K embo, a Little Girl of Af1·ica, Friendship Press, New York 
The Three Camels, a Story of l!wia, Friendship Press, New 
York 
Esa, a Little Boy of Naza1'eth, Friendship Press, New York 
Otis, James, Ruth of Boston., American Book Co., Chicago 
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Palm, A., Wanda and GTeta at Broby Fm·m, Longmans, New York 
Peary, J. D., The Snow Baby, Stokes, New York 
Peary, J . D., The Children of the Arctic, Stokes, New York 
Perdus, H. A., Child Life in Other Lands, Rand, Chicago 
Perdus, H. A., P eeps at Many Lands Series, (Almost aU countries ), 
Macmillan, New York 
Perkins, L . F ., The Cave Twins, Houghton, Chicago 
rerkins, L. F ., The Dutch TWins, Houghton, Chicago 
Perkins, L. F., The Eskimo Twins, Houghton, Chicago 
Perkins, L . F., The Irish Twims, Houghton, Chicago 
Perkins, L. F., The Ja.panese Twims, Houghton, Chicago 
Perkins, L. F., The Swiss Tu;vns, Houghton, Chicago 
Phillips, E. C., Wee Ann, Houghton, Chicago 
Piper, W., Little Folks of Other Lands, Platt and Munk, New York 
Pittala, B., I TVCitltt a Book, Harper, New York 
Potter, B., The Tailor of Gl01Wester, Warne, New York 
Prescott, D. A., A Day in. a Colonial Ho1ne, Marshall Jones, Boston 
Pumphrey, M. B., Stories of the Pi lgrims, Rand, Chicago 
Pyle, K ., Careless Jwne, Dutton, New York 
Rae, J., Chlildren. at Play in. Many Lands, Volland, Chicago 
Rawson, M. N., Candle Days, Century, Chicago 
Rowe, D., The Rabb·it Lan tern, Macmillan, Chicago 
Rowe, D., The Moon's B i1·thday, and Other Stories of Ch·inese Chil-
dren., Macmillan, Chicago 
Smith, Nora A., The Children of the L ighthouse, Houghton, Chicago 
Stone, and Fickett, Every Day L i f e in the Colonies, Heath, Chicago 
Taylor, J ., and A., Meddles01ne Matty, Viking, New York 
Tee-Van, H . D., Red Howling M01tkey, Macmillan, Chicago 
White, E. 0., A Little Gi1·l of L ong Ago, Houghton, Chicago 
White, E . 0., Tony, Houghton, Chicago 
White, E . 0., When. Molly Was S·ix, Houghton, Chicago 
White, S. E., The Magic Forest, Macmillan, Chicago 
Vviese, K ., Liang and Lo, Doubleday, Chicago 
Zwilgmeyer, D., Johnny Bloss01n, (Norwegian), Pilgrim, Boston 
VIri. Stories about Animals 
Aldin, Cecil, (Illustrator ), Ja k and J ill, (Stories by M. Byron ), 
Oxford, New York 
Aldin, Ceeil, (Illustrator) , Mac: The Adventures of a Scotch T er-
rier, (Stories by M. Byron), Oxford, New York 
Aldin, Cecil, (Illustrator), The Merry Puppy B ook, (Stories ·by 
M. Byron), Oxford, New York 
Bianco, M. W., All Abou.t P ets, Macmillan, Chicago 
Brooks, V. R., To and Agwin, Knopf, New York 
Browne, E., The Chilnese Kitten, Lothrop, Boston 
Bullard, M., The Somersaulting Rabbit, Dutton, New York 
Burgess, T. W., Old Mother West Wind Stories, (8 Vols.), Little, 
Chicago 
Carter, W. H ., The Story of the Horse, Natural Geography, Wash -
ington, D. C. 
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Caolma, L., and Moreton, Lady, Perez the Mouse, Dodd, New York 
Comstock, A . B., Handbook of Na.ture · Study, Comstock, Ithaca, 
N.Y. 
Coatsworth, E. J., The Cat and the Captain, Macmillan, Chicago 
Craik, G. M., So-Fat and Mew-Mew, Heath, Chicago 
Dalkeith, L ., My First Book of .Anim~als, Nelson, New York 
Daudet, A., The ·Pope 's Mule, Macmillan, Chicago 
Deming, T., An~ Folk of Wood and Plain, Stokes, New York 
Deming, T., .A1nerica.n .Anim~l Life, Stokes, New York 
Dussauze, A., Little Jack Rabbit, Stokes, New York 
Field, R., Little Dog Toby, Macmillan, Chicago 
Francis, J. G., The Book of Cheerful Cats and Othm· Animated 
.Anin~ls, Century, Chicago 
Fuertes, L. A., The Book of Dogs, Natural Geography, Washing-
ton, D. C. 
Fyleman, Rose, The Rainbow Cat, Doubleday, Chicago 
Gag, W., Millions of Cats, Coward-McCann, New York 
Gag, W., The Funny Thing , Coward-McCann, New York 
Henshaw, H., The Book of Binls, Natural Geography, Washington, 
D. C. 
Heward, C., Chappie and the Others, Warne, New York 
Heward, C., The Twins and Tabiffa, Macrae, Philadelphia 
Hill, Helen, and Ma.·nvell, Violet, Chm·lie and His Kitten Topsy, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Hill, Helen, and Maxwell, Violet, Cha1'lie and His ·Puppy B ingo, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Hogan, Inez, The White Kitten and the Blue Plate, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Hornaday, W. T., Tales fr·om Nature's Wondm·Zands, Scribner, 
Chicago 
Jordan, D. S., True Tales of Birds and B easts, Heath, Chicago 
Kent, F., Puppy Dogs' Tales, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kipling, R., Just So Stories, Doubleday, Chicago 
Lofting, H., Dr. Do little, Stokes, New York 
McCoy, N., The Tale of Good, Cat Ju.pie, Macmillan, Chicago 
Minot, J. C., The B est .Animtal Stor'ies I know, Wilde, Boston 
Moe, L. M., The L ittle B ear Cub, Coward-McCann, New York 
Morrow, E ., The Painted Pig, Knopf, New York 
Nelson, E. W., Wild, .Animals of North America, Natural Geography, 
Washington, D. C:" 
Orton, H. F., Prancing Pat, Stokes, New York 
Paine, A. B., T·he Hollow Tree a:ncl the Big Woods, Harper, New 
York 
Paine, A. B., The Hollow Tree-Snowed-in Book, Harper, New York 
Paine, A. B., The Hollow Tree Nights and Days, Harper, New York 
Patch, E ., Little Gateways to Science, (2 Vols.), Atlantic Monthly, 
(Little), Chicago 
Pyle, K ., Sia; Little Ducklings, Dodd, New York 
Pyle, K., Two Little Mice and Others, Dodd, New York 
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Ramee, L. de la, .A Dog of Flanders, Macmillan, Chicago 
Robinson, Mabel, Little Lucia and Her Puppy, Dutton, New York 
Ruskin, J ., Dame Wiggilns of L ee and H er Seven Wonderful Cats, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Segur, S. Comtess de, The Memoi·rs of a D01~key, Macmillan, Chicago 
Sewell, A., Black B eauty, Doubleday, Chicago 
Smith, E. B., The Count1·y Book, Stokes, ew York 
Smith, E . B., The Fann Book, Stokes, New York 
Strykes, M. F ., Little Dog ''Ready,'' Holt, Chicago 
Tappan, E . M., Dixie Kitten, Houghton, Chicago 
Ticknor, C., The Book of Fantou.s H01·ses, Houghton, Chicago 
Wiese, K., Karoo the Kanga1·oo, Coward·McCann, New York 
Wells, R., B eppo, the Donkey, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wells, R., Peppi, the Duck, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wells, R., Coco, the Goat, Doubleday, Chicago 
Whitney E ., Tykc·Y: His Book and His Mm·k, Macmillan, Chicago 
Williamson, H., .A M01tkey Tale, Doubleday, Chicago 
Williamson, H., Little Elephant St01·y, Doubleday, Chicago 
Youmans, Eleanor, Skitter Cat and Lit tle BIYIJ, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
IX. Stol"ies about Toys 
Benson, A. C., and Weaver, Sir Lawrence, Everybody's Book of the 
Quee1~'s Dolls' Ho·use, Methmen 
Bianco, M. W., The .Adventu1·es of .Andy, Doubleday, Chicago 
Bianco, M. W., Poor Cecco, Doubleday, Chicago 
Bianco, M. W., The Skin Ho1·se, Doubleday, Chicago 
Bianco, M. W., The V elveteen Rabbit, Doubleday, Chicago 
Bianco, M. W., The Wooden Doll, Macmillan, Chicago 
Bianco, M. W., The Cmwle Stick, Doubleday, Chicago 
Boutet de Monvel, L . M., Susan1ta's .Auction, Macmillan, Chicago 
Brock, Emma L ., The Rttnaway Sa1·dine, Knopf, New York 
Canning·Wright, H . W., Peeps at the World's Dolls, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Collodi, C., Finocchio, Lippincott, Chicago 
Fancuilli, Guiseppe, The Little Blue Man, Houghton, Chicago 
Field, Rachel, Hitty, Her Fi1·st Hu1w1·ed Y ears, Macmillan, Chicago 
Gates, Mrs. Josephine, The Story of Live Dolls, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Gruelle, Johnny, Raggedy .Ann, Volland, Chicago 
Horne, Richard, (Fairstar, Mrs., pseud.), The Memoirs of a London 
Doll, Macmillan, Chicago 
La Prade, Ernest, Mm·ehing Notes, Doubleday, Chicago 
Lindsay, M., The Toy Shop, Lothrop, Boston 
Milne, A. A., The House at Pooh Corner, Dutton, New York 
Milne, A. A., Winnie·the·Pooh, Dutton, New York 
Phillips, E. C., Pretty Polly P erkins, Houghton, Chicago 
Phillips, E . C., The Lively .Adventures of Johnny Ping, Houghton, 
Chicago 
Siebe, Josephine, Kaspe·rle 's .Adventures, Macmillan, Chicago 
Wiese, Kurt, The Chinese Ink Stick, Doubleday, Chicago 
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X. Social Science Books (See also Stories about Children and Storie,s of 
Indian and Pioneer Life) 
Baruch, D. W ., The Story of a Road Mahn_q Shovel, Harper, New 
York 
Bock and Artzybasheff, The Picture Book of Machinery, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Dobias, F., The Pictu1·e Book of Flyilng, Macmillan, Chicago 
Gimmage and Craig, T·he Pict1we Book of Shi.ps, Macmillan, Chicago 
Hader, B., and E., Pietwre Book of Travel, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Deliverym4n, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Engineer, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Fireman, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Motonna.n, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Police·m.an, Macmillan, Chicago 
Kuh, C., The Postman, Macmillan, Chicago 
Lacey, Light, Then and Now, Macmillan, Chicago 
Read and Lee, An A irplane Ride, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, A Story about Boats, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, Gmndfather 's Farm, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, An Engine 's Story, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, M·r. Brown 's Groce1·y Store, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, Mary a.nd the Policem.an, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and Lee, Jip and the Fi·rema.n, Scribner, Chicago 
Read and L ee, Billy's L et ter, Scribner, Chicago 
XI. Stories of Indian and Pioneer Life (See Legends also) 
Bass, Florence, Sto·ries of Pioneer Life, H eath, Chicago 
Burton, Mary H., Story ot the Indians of New E1~gland, Silver, 
Burdett & Co., Chicago 
Cannon, C. J., The Pueblo Girl, Houghton, Chicago 
Chase, Annie, Children of the Wigwam, Educational Publishing Co., 
Chicago 
Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, l!wians of the Northwest 
Curtis, F. S., Indian Days of Long Ago, World Book Co., Chicago 
Curtis, N., The Indian's Book, Harper, New York 
Drake, F. S., Indian Hi.story for Young Folks, Harper, New York 
Eastman, C. A., Indian Boyhood, McClure, Philips & Co. 
Eastman, C. A., India-n Chili! Life, Little, Boston 
E astman, C. A., l!Jilian Scout Talks, a Guide for Boy Sco11ts and 
Campfire Gi1·ls, Little, Boston 
Garland, H ., The Book of the Ameri.ca.n bwian, Harper, New York 
Grinnell, G. B., The Cheyenne Indian: His Story and Ways of Life, 
Vol. I and II, Yale, New Haven, Conn. 
Grinnell, G. B., Blackfeet bwian Stories, Scribner, Chicago 
Harr, Anwrica.n, Indian.s, Heath, Chicago 
Hazard-Dutton, Indians amd Pioneers, Silver, Chicago 
Holbrook, F ., Hiawatha Prime!·, Houghton, Chicago 
Humphreys, M. C., The Boys' Catli1•, Scribner, Chicago 
Husted, M. H., Stm-ies of Indian Children, Pub. School Pub. Co., 
Bloomington, Illinois 
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Indiaq1 StoTies Retold f'rom St. N icholas, Century, Chicago 
Linderman, F. B., Kooten<M. Why Sto·ries, Scribner, Chicago 
Linderman, F. B., Lige Mounts, Scribner, Chicago 
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Linderman, F. B., Am.erica.n, World Book Co., Youukers-on-Hudsou 
Linderman, F. B., Morning Light, John Day, New York 
Poast, F., Indian Nmnes, Facts, and Gmnes for Cmnpjire Girls, 
Bryan Press, Washington 
Pratt, M. L., AmeTica 's St!fry for Ame1··ica ' s ChildTen, VoL I, 
Heath, Chicago 
Salomon, J . H., The Book of Ind·ian Crafts and India11 Lore, Harper, 
New York 
Sanford, A. H., The Story of AgricuUu·re in the Un·ited States, 
Heath, Chicago 
Snedden, Mrs. C., Docas, the lndia.n Boy, Heath, Chicago 
Starr, P., An1e·rican bldimls, Heath, Chicago 
Wade, M. H., Our Little Indian Cousin, Page, Boston 
Wade, M. H ., T en Little Indians, W. A. Wilde, Boston 
XII. History Stories 
Baldwin, J., Fi fty Fa·m!fus People, American Bk., Chicago 
Baldwin, J., Fifty Fa'lll.ous Stlfries Retold, American Bk., Chicago 
Bass, F., St!fries of E(lJrly Tinies i n the Great W est fo!' Young 
Readers, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Blaisdell, A. P., and Ball, F. K., Amm·ican History for L i ttle Folks, 
Little, Chicago 
Blaisdell and Ball, The American History Story Book, Little, Chi -
cago 
Coffman, R., Our A1nerica, Dodd, New York 
Curtis, M. L., W'hy We Celebrate Our Holidays, Lyons, Chicago 
Eggleston, E., St!frics of G·rea.t Americans for Little Ame1'icans, 
American Bk., Chicago 
Evans, L., America First, Bradley, Springfield 
Parjeon, E., Mig'hty MC?l (Books I and II), Appleton, Cl1icago 
Hall, J., Welllllers and Other Wlfrkers, Educ. Pub. Co., Chicago 
Hanshaw, H. P., My Book of Best St!fries f?·om Histm·y, Funk and 
Wagnalls, New York 
Holbrook, F., Noq·thla.nd Heroes, Houghton, Chicago 
Lucia, R., Stories of American DiscoveTers for L ittle A1nericans, 
American Bk., Chicago 
Pumphrey, M., Stlfries of the Pflgrims, Rand, Cl1icago 
Smith, E. B., The Story of OuT CO'Unt1·y, Putnam, New York 
Stone and Pickett, Everyday Life in the Colm1ies, H eath, Boston 
Tappan, E. M., American Hist!fry StO?'ies for Very Young Reade?·s, 
Houghton, Chicago 
Usher, R. G., The Stlfry of the Pilgl'i.n1s for Children, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Van Loon, H ., The Short History of Discovery, McKay, Philadelphia 
XIII. Nature Books 
Bertelli, L., The P1·ince and His Ants, Holt, Chicago 
Burgess, T. W., Burgess Animal Book flfT Child1·cn, Little, Chicago 
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Burgess, T. W., Bu1·gess B i1·i/. Book fur Qhili/.1·en, Little, Chicago 
Burgess, T. W., BuTgess Flower Book f o1· Chili/.ren, Little, Chicago 
Burgess, T. W., Burgess Seasho1·e Book for Children, Little, Chi· 
cago 
Carr, W. H., The St-ir of Natu1·e, Oxford, New York 
Chase, A., Stems ani/. Roots, Educational Pub. Co., Chicago 
Chase, A., Natu1·e Sto1"ies for Younger Reade1·s, Educational P ub. 
Co., Chicago 
Chase, A., Borne of 01~1· Flower F1·iends, Educational Pub. Co., 
Chicago 
Clark, G. G., Tiny Toilers, Century, Chicago 
Daglish, E. F., Reptiles, Morrow, New York 
Daglish, E. F., The Life Story of Birds) Morrow, New York 
Duncan, L . T., and Duncan, F. M., Worti/.ers of the Sea, (Six books), 
Oxford, New York 
Fish, Helen D., When the Root Chili/.ren Wake Up, Stokes, New 
York 
Fultz, F. M., Fly-Aways and Othe1· Seed T ·ravellers, Educational 
Pub. Co., Chicago 
Hale, E., All about Living Things, Lippincott, Chicago 
Hardy, M. B., Sea Stor·ies for Wonder Eyes, Ginn, Chicago 
Miller, 0. T., First Book of B irds, Houghton, Chicago 
Morley, M., Little Wanderers, Heath, Chicago 
Patch, E. M., Bi1·d Sto1·ies, Little, Chicago 
Patch, E. M., Holii/.ay Pond, Macmilla.n, Chicago 
Patch, E. M., Holii/.ay Meadow, Macmillan, Chicago 
Patch, E. M., Fi?·st L essons in Nature Stui/.y, Macmillan, Chicago 
Patch, E. M., H exapod Stor·ies, Little, Cl1icago 
Persing and Peoples, Elenumtm·y Science Se1·ies, (Graded), Apple· 
ton, Chicago 
Richards, L. E., Four Feet, Two Feet, No Feet, Estes 
Strong, F. L., All the Year Rol!ond, (Four Volumes), Ginn, Chicago 
Warner, G. G., Star Sto1·ies fo?· Little Folks, Pilgrim, Boston 
Weed, C. M., Insect Ways, Appleton, Chicago 
Wells, C., The Jungle Man and His Animals, Duffield, New York 
XIV. Books on Making Things 
Adams, P., Card Castles amit How to Build Them, Brentano, New 
York 
Ackley, Mrs. E. F.,~Marionettes, Stokes, New York 
Bell, L. P., Jane Louise's Cook Book, Coward-McCann, New York 
Burrell, C. B., A Little Cook Book for a Little Girl, Page, Boston 
Burrell, C. B., A Little Housekeeping Book fo?· a Little Girl, Page, 
Boston 
Beard, L., and A. B., Little Folk's Handy Book, Scribner, Chicago 
Beard, L., and A. B., Mathe?· N at1~1·e 's Toy Shop, Scribner, Chicago 
Blauvelt, A. L., The Piece Bag Book, Macmillan, Chicago 
Child Education Cut-Outs, (Portfolios I and II), Evans, London 
Coolidge, A. S., B1~il(ling a Model Rail1·oai/., Macmillan, Chicago 
Day, ~- H., Miniature Air Cmft, Manual Arts Press, Peoria 
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Decker, G. 0., Bows and A rrows for Boys, Bruce Pub. Co., Mil-
waukee 
Greenaway, K ., Book of Gan~es, Warne, New York 
Hunt, L. L., 25 K it es That Fly, Bruce, Milwaukee 
Leeming, I., Things Any B oy Can Make, Century, Chicago 
Our Little Doll 's House, Atlantic Book and Art 
Our L ittle Doll's Town, Atlantic Book and Art 
Plimpton, E., Yom· Wo?·kshop, Macmillan, Chicago 
Showalter, H., The Box Book, Macmillan, Chicago 
Wheeler, I. M., Playing with Clay, Macmillan, Chicago 
When Mothe!' L et s Us Series, Dodd, New York 
(When Mother Lets Us Make Candy 
When Mother L ets Us Out Out Pictures 
When Mother L ets Us Make Gifts 
When Mother Lets Us Cook 
When Mother L ets Us Play 
When Mother L ets Us Sew 
When Mother L ets Us Make Paper Box Furniture) 
Wilhelm, L. M., With Scisso?·s a.nd Paste, Macmillan, Chicago 
Young Folks Art Gallery, Robertson, San Francisco 
XV. Fun Books 
Darwin, B., and E., The Tale of Mr. Tootleoo, Harper, New York 
Horne, R. H., K ing Penguin, Macmillan, Chicago 
Howes, I. 0., Jane, Be Good and OU!e?' V e1·ses, Macmillan, Chicago 
Lear, Edward, Nonse11se B ooks, Little, Chicago 
L ear, Edward, Nonsense Smtgs, Warne, New York 
Lofting, H., P o?Ticlge Poetry, Stokes, New York 
Thackeray, W. M., The Rose and the Ring, Macmillan, Chicago 
Walker, W. M., and Baumphrey, What H appened in the Ark, Dut-
ton, New York 
XVI. Books of Poetry 
Aldis, Dorothy, E ve1·ything ancl Anything, Minton 
Allingham, W., Robin Red B1·east, Macmillan, Chicago 
Artzybasheff, B ., The Fai?·y Shoemaker, Macmillan, Ohicago 
Baker, E. K., The Child1·en's Fvrst B ook of Poetry, American, 
Chicago 
Blake, W., The Land of Dream.s, Macmillan, Chicago 
Brown, A. F., Fresh P osies, Houghton, Chicago 
Brown, A. F., Pocket Full of Posies, Houghton, Chicago 
Browning, R., The P.ied Pipm· of Hantelin, Rand, Chicago 
Burt, M. E., Poems Eve~·y Chilcl Should Know, Grosset, Chicago 
Cary, Alice ancl Phoebe, Ballads [o1· L ittle Folks, Houghton, Chicago 
Chisholm, L., The Golden Stai1·case, Putnam, New York 
Conkling, H., Poems by a L-ittle G·i7'l, Stokes, New York 
Conkling, H., The Shoes of the Wvnd, Stokes, New York 
Conkling, H ., Silverhorn, Stokes, New York 
Curry and Clippinger, Chilcken's L iterature, Rand, Chicago 
De la Mare, A Chilcl's Day, 'Holt, Chicago 
De la Mare, Down-a-Down Derry, Holt, Chicago 
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De la Mare, Peacock Pie, Holt, Chicago _ 
De la Mare, Poems for Children, Holt, Chicago 
De Ia Mare, So-ngs of Childhood, Longmans, New York 
Dodge, M. M., Poems a.n(L Vers es, Century, Chicago 
Edgar and Chilman, A Treasury of V erse for School and Home, 
Crowell, New York 
Eisgmber, E., Spiln Top Spvn, Macmillan, Chicago 
Farjeon, E., Jo011~'s Doo·r, Stokes, New York 
Field, E., Lullaby Land, Scribner, Chicago 
Field, E ., Poems · of Childhood, Scribner, Chicago 
Field, Rachel, Ta.a;is and Toadstools, Doubleday, Chicago 
Fyleman, R., Fair·ies and Chi1nneys, Doubleday, Chicago 
Fyleman, R., Fairies and Friends, Doubleday, Chicago 
Fyleman, R., The Rose Fylen~an Fairy Book, Doubleday, Chicago 
Graha.me, K., The Cambridge Book of Poetry for Children, Putnam, 
New York 
Harrington, M. P., (Compiler), Rilng-a-Round, Macmillan, Chicago 
Hutchinson, V. S., Chinvney Con~er Poems, Minton, New York 
Kauffman, A., Tigers and 'Thi1~gs, Macmillan, Chicago 
Ingpen, R., One Thousand Poems for Children, Jacobs 
Lamb, C., and M., Poetry for Children, Dutton, New York 
Lang, A., N ew Collected Rhymes, Putnam, New York 
Lear, Edward, Nonsense Books, Little, Chicago 
Lucas, E. V., 'A Book of Verses for Children, Holt, <(hicago 
Lucas, E. V., Playtin~ an<l Company, Doubleday, Chicago 
Milne, A. A., Now We A1·e Six, Dutton, New York 
Milne, A. A., When We Were V e1·y Young, Dutton, New York 
Moore, C., The Night Before Christma.s, Houghton, Chicago 
Paget-Fredericks, Green Piper, Macmillan, Chicago 
Quiller-Couch, The T1·easu·re Book of Child1·en 's Verse, Doran, Gar-
den City 
Richards, L. E., In My Nursery, Little, Chicago 
Riley, J . W., A Host of Children, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Rosetti, C., Sing-Song, Macmillan, Chicago 
Ruskin, J., Editor, Dame Wiggins of L ee and He·r Seven Wonderful 
Cats, Macmillan, Chicago 
Sandburg, C., Early Moon, Harcourt, New York 
Sherman, F. D., Little Folk Lyrics, Houghton, Chicago 
Skinner and WickEIII, A Child's Own Book of V e1·se, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Smith, I. B., A Book of Verse for Boys and Gi1·ls, Oxford, New 
York 
Smith, I. B., A Book of Ballads for Boys and Girls, Oxford, New 
York 
Stevenson, B. E., Ho-me Book of Verse for Young Folks, Holt, Chi-
cago 
Stevenson, R. L., A Child's Garden of Verses, Scribner, Chicago 
Taylor, Ann, and Jane, and others, Original Poem.s for Infant 
Min<ls, Stokes, New York 
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Tippett, J . S., I Go-a-Traveling, Harper, New York 
Tippett, J. S., I Lilve in a City, H arper, New York 
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Thacher, Mrs. Lucy W. S., (Compiler), The Listening Child, Mac-
milla.n, Chicago 
Thaxter, C., Stories an<l Poems for Children, Houghton, Chicago 
Thompson, Blanche, (Compiler ), Silver P ennies, Macmillan, Chicago 
Turner, N. B., Magpie Lane, Harcourt, New York 
Untermeyer, L ., Editor, This Singing World f or Youngm· Children, 
Harcourt, New York 
Wiggin and Smith, Pinafo1·e Palace, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wiggin and Smith, Posy lling, Houghton, Chicago 
Wiggin and Smith, Golden Num.bers, Houghton, Chicago 
Wynne, A., For Days a.nd Days, Stokes, New York 
XVII. Plays and Gam es 
Bates, K. L., Little Robin Stay-behind, Woman's P ress, New York 
Benton, R., The Elf of Discontent ancl Other Plays, Doubleday, 
OJ.icago 
Benton, R., Shm·ter B ible Plays, Abingdon, Chicago 
Bell, L ady, Failry Tale Plays, Longmans, New Yo1·k 
Bell, Mrs. H., The Gat ancl the Ficlclle Book, Longmans, New York 
Bell, Mrs. H., Nursery Comedies, Longmans, New York 
Bell, Mrs. H., The Singing Circle, Longmans, New York 
Bufano, Remo, Finocchio for the Sta.ge, Knopf, New York 
Bufano, Remo, The Slww B ook of Remo Bufano, Macmillan, Chi-
cago 
Bryce, K . L ., CMld L ore Drama.tic Readers, Scribner, Chicago 
Chadwick and Pratt, Little Plays for Little Players, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Clark, I., Suppose W e Do Something mse, Crowell, New York 
Coleman, Mrs. S. N., Singing Time, J. Day, New York 
Crawford, C., Dramatic Games and Dances f or Little Children, 
Barnes, N ew York 
Doheny, M. A., A D·ramatic Reader: Play A while, Little, Chicago 
Everson, F. M., Puppet Plays fo..r Ghild1·en, Beckley-Cardy, Chicago 
F arjeon, E., Singi1~g Gam.es f or Ght'ldren, Dutton, New York 
Field, R., Patchwork Plays, Doubleday, Chicago 
Fraser-Simpson, Fou1·teen Sm~gs f1·om Whe1~ We Were Very Young, 
Dutton, New York 
Fretwell, Mrs. J., Good Gam.es, Rand, Chicago 
Fyleman, R., Eight Little Plays for Children, Doran, Garden City 
Garnett, L. A., Three to Make Ready, Doran, Garden City 
Gay, Agnes G., Chansons, Brentano, New York 
Gillespie, F., Stories to Act, Grade 11, Rand, Chicago 
Goodlander, M. R., Fairy Plays for Children, Rand, Chicago 
Gomme, A. B., Sharp, C. J., Novello, (Editors), Children Singing 
Games, (Five parts, Old Epglish) 
Homer, S., Little Amm'ican History Plays for Little Americans, 
Sanborn, Chicago 
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Johnston and Barnum, Book of Plays for Little Aotors, American 
Book Co., Chicago 
Keyes, A. M., When Mathe?· L ets Us Play, Dodd, New York 
Kirk, F. H., Rhythmic Ga1nes and Dances f or Chiliken, Longmans, 
New York 
Krohn, J. E., Old King Cole, Doran, Garden City 
La Prade, E., Marching Notes, Doubleday, Chicago 
Mackay, C. D., Plays of 'the Pionee?·s, Harper, New York 
Meriwether, S., The Play Book of Robin Hood, Harper, New York 
Meriwether, S., The Playbook of Col~tmb~ts, Harper, New York 
Meriwether, S., The Playbook of T1·oy, Harper, New York · 
Meriwether, S., The Playbook of Washington, Harper, New York 
Meriwether, S., The Playbook of K ing Arthur, Harper, New York 
Moffat, A., Ou1· Old Nu?·se?'Y Rhymes, McKay, Philadelphia 
Monsen, J. R., Polochinelle, Oxford, New York 
Morse, K. D., Gold T?·ee and Silvm· T?·ee, Macmillan, Chicago 
Neidlinger, W. H., Snuill Songs for Small Singm·s, Schirmer, Chi-
cago 
Skinner, A. M., Editor, Little Folks Christmas Stor·ies and Plays, 
Rand, Chicago 
Skinner, A. M., Story Land in Play, Rand, Chicago 
Skinner and L awrence, Little Dramas f a?· P?·inwry G?·ades, American 
Book Co., Chicago 
Smith, N. A., A ction Poe11tS and Plays f or Child·ren, Crowell, New 
York 
Stevenson, A., Plays fo ·r the Home, Houghton, Chicago 
Syrett, N., Six Fai?·y Plays for ChilclTI'n, Laue, London 
Terry, R. R., Composer, Old Rhymes with New T~mes, Longmans, 
New York 
Untermeyer, L., and Mannes, Clara and David, New Songs for New 
Voices, Harcourt, New York 
Varney, A. S., Story Plays Old and New, 3 Volumes, American 
Book Co., Chicago 
Walter, Edna, Some Nurse?·y Rhymes of B elgiu1n, France, and 
Russia, Macmillan, Chicago 
Warner, L. D., A Kinde?·ga?·ten Book of Folk Songs, Schirmer, New 
York 
Young, S., Sweet Times a.nd the Blue Policeman, (3 Volumes), 
American Book E:o., Chicago 
XVIII. Rhythm Books 
------, Vesper, H. Neville Pub. Co., Los Angeles 
Arnold, F., Arnold's Collection of Rhythms for Home, Kindergarten, 
and School, Willis Music, Cincinnati 
Seibold, M., Happy Songs for Happy Child·ren, Schirmer, New York 
Wild and White, Physical Education, Extension Dept., Iowa State 
Teachers College, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
XIX. Series of Books or Collections of Literature for Children 
Book Trails, Shepard and L awrence, Inc., Chicago 
Miller, C. B., My Book House, My Book House Pub. Co. 
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Sylvester, C. H., Journeys Through Bookland, Bellows-Reeve Co., 
Chicago 
XX. Magazines 
Child Life, Rand, McNally & Co., Chicago 
John Martin's Book, John Martin House, New York City 
National Geographic, Hubbard Memorial Hall, Washington, D. C. 
Nature Magazine, 1214 16th St., Washington, D. C. 
Grades Four through Eight 
I. Romances 
A. Stories of Cha.rlemagne and Roland 
Baldwin, J., The Story of Roland, Scribner, Chicago 
Bulfinch, T., L egends of Charlemagne, Cosmopolitan, New York 
Johonnot, J., Stories of Olden Tvme, American Bk., Chicago 
Tappan, E. M., He·ro Sto1·ies of France, Houghton, Chicago 
B. Stories of King Arthur 
Bulfinch, T., Age of Chwal1·y, McKay, Philadelphia 
Colum, P., The Island of the Mighty, Macmillan, Chicago 
Lanier, S., The Boys King Arth~~r, Scribner, Chica.go 
Macleod, M., T,he Book of K ing Arthur and His Noble Knights, 
Stokes, New York 
Malory, Sir T., King A1·thu1· St01·ies, Houghton, Chicago 
Pyle, Howard, The Story of King A1·thu1· a11d His Kn·ights, Scrib-
ner, Chicago 
Pyle, Howard, The Story of the Cham.pimts of the Round Table, 
Scribner, Chicago 
Pyle, Howard, The Stm·y of Sir Launcelot and His Companio1ts, 
Scribner, Chicago 
Pyle, Howard, The Story of the Grail and the Passing of Arthur, 
Scribner, Chicago 
C. Stories of Robin Hood 
Crommelin, E. G., Fa·mou.s L egends, Century, Chicago 
Pyle, Howard, The Men·y Adventures of Robin Hood, Scribner, 
Chicago 
Tappan, E. M., Robin Hood: His Book, Houghton, Chicago 
D. Other Romances 
G eene, F. W., and Kirk, D. W., With Spurs of Gold, Little, Chicago 
Tappan, E . M., Hero Stories of France, Houghton, Chicago 
Wilson C. D., The Sto·ry of the Oid, for Young People, Lothrop, 
Boston 
II. Myths and Legends 
A. Myths and Legends of Greece and Rome 
Bryant, L. M., The Children's Book of Celebrated Legends, Cen-
tury, Chicago 
Bulfinch, T., The Golden Age of Myth and Legend, Stokes, New 
York 
Bulfinch, T., Mythology, C~owell, New York 
Colum, P., The Forge in the Fm·est, Macmillan, Chicago 
38 HOOKS TO READ 
Gayley, C. M., Classic Myths in English _Literatu1·e and A ·rt, Ginn, 
Chicago 
Guerber, H. A., Myths of Greece and Rome, American Bk., Chicago 
Hawthorne, N., The Wonder-Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Homer, The Iliad, Macmillan, Chicago 
Homer, The Odyssey, Macmillan, Chicago 
Hutchinson, W. M. L., The Golden Porch: A Book of G1·eek Fairy 
Tales, Longmans, New York 
J ohonnot, J ., (Editor ), Stol"ies of the Olden Time, American Book, 
Chicago 
Kingsley, Charles, The H e1·oes, McKay, Philadelphia 
Lamb, Charles, The Adventures of Ulysses, Macmillan, Chicago 
Lang, Andrew, The Stm·y of the Golden Fleece, Altemus, Phila.· 
delphia 
Pyle, Howard, Ta.l.es f1·01n Greek Mythology, Lippincott, Chicago 
Tatlock, J. M., Greek and R01nan Mythology, Century, Chicago 
Virgil, A eneid, Houghton, Chicago 
B. Myths and L egends of Troy 
Baldwin, J ames, The Story of the tiolden Age, Scribner, Chicago 
Church, A. J., The A eneid f m· Boys and Girls, Macmillan, Chicago 
Church, A. J., The Iliad, Macmillan, Chicago 
Church, A. J., The Odyssey, Macmillan', Chicago 
Colum, P adraie, The Adventures of Odysseus, Macmillan, Ohicago 
C. Myths and Legends of the British Isles and the Nor.se Countries 
Baldwin, James, The Samtpo, Scribner, Chicago 
Brown, Abbie Farwell, In the Days of Giants, Houghton, Chicago 
Colum, Padraic, The Children of Odin, Macmillan, Chicago 
Fillmore, P arker, Mighty Mikko, Harcourt, New York 
French, A., The Story of Rolf and the Viking's Bow, Little, Chi· 
cago 
Guerber, H. A., Myths of Northe·rn Lands, American Book, Chicago 
Guerber, H. A., L egends of the Middle Ages, American Book, Chi· 
cago 
Marshall, H . E., Stories of B eowul f , Dutton, New York 
Morris, W., The Story of Sigurd the Volsung; Longmans, New York 
D. Myths and Legends of Ireland and Wales 
Hull, E., Cuchulain, the H01.Mtd of Ulster, Crowell, New York 
Lanier, Sidney, Knightly L egends of W ales, Scribner, Chicago 
0 'Connor, N . J., Bqttles and Enchantments, Houghton, Chicago 
Stephens, James, Deirdre, Macmillan, Chicago 
Stephens, James, The Land of Youth, Macmillan, Ohicago 
Young, E., Celtic Wonder Tales, Dutton, New York 
E. Myths and L egends of Modern Times 
Bryant, L . M., The Children's Book of Celebrated L egends, Cen· 
tury, Chicago 
Buliinch, T ., The Age of Chivalry, McKay, Philadelphia 
Crommelin, E . G., FatmOus L egends, Century, Chicago 
Darton, F. J. H., (Editor), The Seven CM.mpions of Christendom, 
Stokes, New York 
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Greene, F. N., and Kirk, D. W., With Spurs of Gold, Little, Chicago 
Grierson, E. W., Children's Tales fmm Scottish Ballads, Black, 
London 
Irving, W., The Alhambm, Macmillan, Chicago 
Irving, W., Rip Van Winkle, McKay, Philadelphia 
Wadsworth, W., Paul Bunya.n and His Great Blue Ox, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
III. Fairy Tales of Long Ago 
(See List for Grades One, Two and Three.) 
Andersen, H. C., Fairy Tales, Dutton, New York 
The Arabian Nights' Entertainm.ents, Harper, New York 
The Arabian Nights, Edited by Wiggin and Smith, Scribner, Chi-
cago 
The Arabia'ft Nights' Enterta.imnents, Edited by J. F . Olcott, Holt, 
Chicago 
Asbjornsen, P. C., East of the Sun and West of the Moon, Double-
day, Chicago 
Aulnoy, M.G. d', C01~tesse D'Aulnoy's Faiffy Tales, MacKay, Phila-
delphia 
Aulnoy, M. C. d ', The White Cat amd Other Old F·rench Fairy Tales, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Babbit, E . G., Jataka Tales, Century, Chicago 
Beaton, ·H. B., The Sons of Kai, Macmillan, Chicago 
Browne, F., Granny's Wonderful Chair, Dutton, New York 
Choate, F ., and Curtis E., The Little People of the Hills, Harcourt, 
New York 
Colum, P., The Boy Who Knew What the Bi1·ds Said, Macmillan, 
Chicago 
Colum, P ., The Girl Who Sal by the Ashes, Ma.cmillan, Chicago 
DeHuff, E. W., Taytay's Tales, Harcourt, New York 
De la Mare, Walter, Told Agai1~, Knopf, New York 
Eastman, C., Wigwam Evenvngs, Little, Chicago 
Field, R., American Folk Lore and Fairy Tales, Scribner, Chicago 
Fillmore, P . H ., Czecho-Sl()'l)ak Fairy Tales, Harcourt, New York 
Fillmore, P . H., The Shoemaker's Apron, Harcourt, New York 
Fillmore, P . H., The Laughing 'P1'ince, Harcourt, New York 
Fillmore, P. H., Filln~re Folk Tales, Harcourt, New York 
Finger, C. J., Tales from Silver Lands, Doubleday, Chicago 
Finger, Charles J., Tales Worth Tellilng, Century, Chicago 
Grierson, :F). W., A Book of Celtic Stories for Young People, Mac-
millan, Chicago 
Grierson, E. W., The Scottish Fairy Book, Stokes, New York 
Griffis, W. E ., Dutch Faiffy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffis, W. E., Belgian Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffis, W. E., .Japanese Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffis, W. E., Swiss Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Griffis, W. E., Welsh Fairy Tales, Crowell, New York 
Grimm, J., and Wm., Fairy Tales, Scribner, Chicago 
Grimm, J., and Wm., Ho11.Sehold Sto1·ies, Macmillan, Chicago 
40 BOOKS TO READ 
Harris, J. C., U·ncle .Remus, Appleton, Chicago 
Harris, J. C., Nights with Uncle .Remu.~, Houghton, Chicago 
Harris, J. C., Uncle .Remus and His Friends, Houghton, Chicago 
Jacobs, I., Celtic Fairy Tales, Putnam, New York 
Jacobs, I., M01·e Celtic Fairy Tales, Putnam, New York 
Jacobs, I., Europa's Fai1·y Bouk, Putnam, New York 
Jacobs, I., English Fairy Tales, Putnam, New York 
J acobs, I., More English Fairy Tales, Putnam, New York 
Jacobs, I., Indian Failry Tales, Putnam, New York 
James, Ahlee, Tewa Firelight Tales, Longmans, New York 
Johnson, J. W., The Book of A11ler·ican Neg·ro Spirihwls, Viking, 
New York 
Judd, M. C., Wigwmn St01··ies Told by NtJrth American Indians, 
Ginn, Chicago 
Keller, G., The Fat of the Cat, Harcourt, New York 
Lang, A., Blue Fairy Book, Longmans, New York 
Lang, A., Green Fairy Book, Longmans, New York 
Lang, A., .Red Fairy Book, Longmans, New York 
Lang, A., Yellow Fai1·y Book, Longmans, New York 
Lang, A., Aladdin and the WtJnderful Lamp, Longmans, New York 
Leamy, The Fa.iry Minstrel of Glemnalure, Desmond, New York 
Longfellow, H . W., The Song of Hiawatha, Stokes, New York 
Luigi, Capuana, Italian Fairy Tales, Dutton, New York 
McManus, Seumas, (Compiler), D01~egal Fairy Stories, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
McManus, Seumas, (Compiler), In Chimney Corners, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Mabie, H. W., Fairy Tales Every Child Should Know, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Olcott, F. J.; The Book of Elves and Fairies, Houghton, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J., The .Red Indian Fairy Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J., Wonder Ta.les fr01n Windmill Lands, Longmans, New 
York 
Olcott, F. J., WtJnder Tales from Fai1·y Isles, Longmans, New York 
Olcott, F. J., Tales of the Persian Genii, Houghton, Chicago 
Olcott, F. J ., Wonde1· Tales fnnn China Seas, Longmans, New York 
Ozaki, Yei Theodora, The Japanese Fairy Book; Dutton, New York 
Perrault, C., Fairy Tales, Dutton, New York 
Pogany, N., The Hu.ngarian Fairy Book, Stokes, New York 
Poulsson, E., and L. E., The Top of the World Stories fo·r B!JYS and 
Girls, Lothrop, Boston 
Quiller-Couch, Sir A., The Twelve Dancing Primcesses, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Quiller-Couch, Sir A., The Sleeping Beauty, and Other Fairy Tales 
from the Old French, Doubleday, Chicago 
Ransome, A., Old Peter's .R1~ssian Tales, Nelson, New York 
Ryder, A. W., The Panchatantm, Chicago Univ- Press. 
Ryder, A. W., Gold's Gloom: Tales f7'07n the Panchata.ntra, Chi-
cago U11iv. Press 
BOOKS TO READ 
Segovia., G., The Spanish Fairy Book, Stokes, .New York 
Shedlock, M. L., Ea.stern Stories and L egends, Dutton, New York 
Stephens, J., Irish Fai1·y Tales, Macmillan, Chicago 
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Tappan, E. M., The Golden Goose, Houghton, Chicago 
Thorne·Thomsen, East o' the Sun and West o' the Moon, Row, 
Evanston 
Topelius, Z., Ca.nute Whistlewinks, Longmans, New York 
Wiggin, K. D., The Fairy Ring, Doubleday, Chicago 
Wiggin, K. D., and Smith, N. A., Tales of Wondm·, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Williston, T. P ., Hindu Stories, Rand, Chicago 
Williston, T. P., Japanese Fairy Tales, Rand, Chicago 
Wolff, C. F., The Pale Mountains, Minton, New York 
Zeitlin, I., Skazki: Tales and L egends of Old Russia, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Zitkala-Sa, Old Indian Legends, Ginn, Chicago 
IV. Modern Fairy Tales 
Alden, R. M., Why the Chilmes Rang, Bobbs, Indianapolis 
Andersen, H . C., Fairy Tales, Nelson, New York 
Andersen, H. C., Fai1·y Tales and Sto1·ies, Macmillan, Chicago 
Andersen, H . C., Fairy Tales and Wonder Sto1·ies, Harper, New 
York 
Andersen, H. C., Fairy Tales, Vol. I and Vol. II, Ginn, Chicago 
Bailey, M., The Little Man with One Shoe, Little, Chicago 
Bailey, M., Seven Peas in a Pod, Little, Chicago 
Bangs, J., Molly Pays a Visit to the Unwiseman 
Barrie, J. M., Peter Pan in K ensington Gardens, Scribner, Chicago 
Barrie, J. M., Petm· and Wendy, Scribner, Chicago 
Barrie, J. M., The Little White Binl, Scribner, Chicago 
Benson, E. F., David Blaize and the Blue Door, Little, Chicago 
Browne, F., Granny's Wonderful Chai1· and I ts Tales of Fairy 
Tinnes, Dutton, New York 
Browne, F., Granny's Wonder[1tl Chair and Its Tales of Fairy 
Tilmes, Macmillan, Chicago 
Carroll, L., Alice in WonderlcCn'd and Throu.gh the Looking Glass, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Carroll, L., Through the Lookvng Glass, Harper, New York, and 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Carryl, C. E., Davy and the Gobli1~, Houghton, Chicago 
Chrisman, A. B., Shen 'of the S ea, Dutton, New York 
Chrisman, A. B., The Wind That Wouldn ' t Blow, Dutton, New York 
Colum, P., The King of Ireland's Sm~, Dutton, New York 
Craik, D. M., The L i ttle Lame Pri1we, Rand, Chicago; and Harper, 
New York 
' De la Mare, Walter,- The Three Mulla Mulgars, Knopf, New York 
Fanciulli, Little Blue Man, Houghton, Chicago 
Farjeon, E., Martin Pippin in the Apple Orchard, Stokes, New York 
Field, R. K., Eliza and the• Elves, Macmillan, Chicago 
Fillmore, P ., Czeckoslavak Fllliry Tales, Harcourt, New York 
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Fyleman, R., A Princess Comes to Ou.,- Tow·n, Doubleday, Chicago 
Grahame, K., The Wind in the Willows, Scribner, Chicago 
Hawthorne, J., RU1npty-Dudget 's Tower, Stokes, New York 
Hudson, W. H., Little Boy Lost, Knopf, New York 
Ingelow, J., Mopsa the Fairy, Lippincott, Chicago 
Kingsley, C., Water Babies, Lippincott, Chicago 
Laboulaye, Fairy Book, Harper, New York 
LaMotte-Fouque, Baronde, Un<lvne, Dutton, New York 
Lagerlof, S., The WmtilC?'[ul AdvC?~tures of Nils, Doubleday, Chicago 
Lagerlof, S., The Fu1·the·r Adventu1·es of Nils, Doubleday, Chicago 
Leamy, E., The Fa.iry Minst1·e1 of Glemnalure, Desmond 
Lofting, H., The Story of DL Dolittle, Stokes, New York 
Lofting, H., Voyages of Dr. Dolittle, Stokes, New York 
Lofting, H., D·r. Dolittle 's Post-OfJ"ice, Stokes, New York 
McDonald, George, At the Back of the No1· th Wind, Maemillan, 
Chicago 
MacDonald, George, The P -ri1wess and the Goblin, Macmillan, Chi-
cago 
MacDonald, George, The P1·i1wess a·1til Curdie, Lippincott, Chicago 
MacDonald, George, The L ight Princess, Macmillan, Chicago 
McDonald, Greville, Billy Barnicoat, Dutton, New York 
Patri., Angelo, Pin.n.occhio in America, Doubleday, Chicago 
Pyle, H ., The Garden Behind the Moon, Scribner, Chicago 
Pyle, H ., Twilight Land, Harper, New York 
Pyle, H ., Wonder Clock, Harper, New York 
Ramee, L. de la, The Nwrnbe1·g Stove, Macmillan, chicago 
Ruskin, J., The King of the Golden R·iver, Macmillan, Chicago 
Shannon, M., California Fairy Tales, Doubleday, Chicago 
Stockton, F. R., The Queen 's Museum, Scribner, Chicago 
Swift, J., Gulliver's Travels, Macmillan, Chicago 
Tarn, W. W., The Treasure of the Isle of Mist, Putnam, New York 
Wilde, 0., The Happy Pri1we, Putnam, New York 
V. Bible Stories (See also list for earlier grades.) 
Moulton, R. G., The Modern. R eadm·'s Bible, Macmillan, Chicago 
Baldwin, James, Old Stories from the East, American Book Co., 
Chicago 
Dana, E . N., The Sto1·y of J esus, Jones, Boston 
Quiller-Couch, Sir Arthur, and Others. The Older Children's Bi-ble, 
Macmillan, Chicago 
Fosdick, Emerson, The Ma.nhood of the Master, Asso. Press, New 
York -
Rihbany, A. M., 1'he Clwist Story, Houghton, Chicago 
Lligerlof, Selma., Christ L egends, Holt, Chicago 
Tappan, E. M., The Old, Old Story Book, Houghton, Chicago 
Van Loon, H. W., The Story of the Bible, Boni, New York 
Wood, J . F., Heroes of Early IsrMl, Macmillan, Chicago 
VI. Stories for Boys and Girls 
Aanrud, H., Lisbeth Longfrock , Ginn, Chicago 
Abbott, J., Fran.con.i.a Stories, Putnam, New York 
BOOKS TO READ 
Adams, Mrs. J., Mountains Are Free, Dutton, New York 
Adams, K., Mehitable, Macmillan, Macmillan, Chicago 
Adams, K., The Silver Tarn, Macmillan, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., Ei.qht Cou.sins, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., Jack and Jill, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., Jo's Boys, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L . M., Little Men, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., Little W 01nen, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., An Old Fashioned Girl, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L . M., Rose in Blo01n, Little, Chicago 
Alcott, L. M., Under the Lilacs, Little, Chicago 
Aldrich, T. B., The Sto-ry of a Bad Boy, Houghton, Chicago 
Altsheler, J. A., Apache Gold, Appleton, Chicago 
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Amicis, Edmondo de, H eart : An Italia.n Sclwol Boy's Jou·rnal, 
Crowell, New York 
Austen, J ane, P ride and Prejudice, Macrae Smith, Philadelphia 
Barbour, R. H., The Half B ack, Appleton, Chicago 
Barbour, R. H., The Spi1"it of the School, Appleton, Chicago 
Barrie, J . M., The L ittle Minist er, Scribner, Chicago 
Barrie, J. M., Margaret Ogilvy, Scribner, Chicago 
Baylor, F. C., Juwn and Juanita, Houghton, Chicago 
Benson, E . F., Da.vid Blaize and the Blue Door, Doubleday, Chicago 
Bronte', C., Jane Ey1·e, Dodd, New York 
Bullen, F. T., Omise of the Cachelot, Appleton, Chicago 
Bunyan, John, Pilgrim's Progress, Little, Chicago 
Burgess, T. W., The B01J Scouts of Woodcraft Camp, Wilde, Boston 
Burnett, F. H., The Li.ttle Princess, Scribner, Chicago 
Burnett, F . H., Sam Crewe, Scribner, Chicago 
Burnett, F. H., The Secret Garden, Scribner, Chicago 
Byrne, D., Messes Marco Polo, Century, Chicago 
Canfield, Dorothy, Understood B etsy, Holt, Chicago 
Canfield, Dorothy, Made to O;der Sto-ries, Harcourt, New York 
Cervantes, Don Qu.ixote de la Mancha, Dodd, New York 
Charskaya, L. A., Fledglings, Holt, Chicago 
Oharskaya, L. A., The Little Princess Nina, Holt, Chicago 
Chaucer, G., The Tales of the. Canterbury Pilgrims, Stokes, Ne'v 
York 
Chaucer, G., Ta.les f1·om Cha1we1·, Dutton, New York 
Children of Othet· L ands Series: 
When I Was a Girl in Irelan(l, Lothrop, Boston 
When I Was a Boy in Holland, etc., etc., Lothrop, Boston 
Churchill, W., The Crisis, Macmillan, Chicago 
Clemens, S. L., Life on the Mississ-ippi, Harper, New York 
Clemens, S. L ., The Adventures of Tom Sa1oyer, Harper, New York 
Clemens, S. L., Hu.ckleberry Finn, Harper, New York 
Connor, Ralph, Gle1~gary School Days, Crosset, Chicago 
Crewe, H . C., Under Two Eagles, Little, Chicago · 
Crewe, H. C., Satu.rday's Child1·en, Little, Chicago 
Craik, D. M., .John Halifa$, Gentleman, Crowell, New York 
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Dana, R. H., Two Years B efor e the Mti.st 
Davies, E. C., A B 01} i?~ S erbia, Crowell, New York 
De Foe, Daniel, llobi1~01~ Crusoe 
De la Ramee, Louise, B imbi Stories 
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Unterm eyer, L., T his S·ing·ing World, Harcourt, New Yo rk 
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Van Doren, M., A Ju.wior An thology, Boni, New York 
WiggiJI and Smith, Golilmt Numbe1·s, Doubleday, Chi ca;ro 
W ilkinson, M., NPn• Vo·ices, Ma cmillan, Chicago 
XVIII. P lays 
A. Lists of Plays 
Drama League of America, Plays for Amateurs, Wilson, New York 
Drama L eague of America, Plays for Ch'ilcl1·en, Wilson, New York 
Hazeltin e, A . X., Play.~ f01· ChilclTen, A. L. A., 'h icago 
------, Plays f or Junio1· High 
B. Costuming and Play Productions 
Andrews and Merrick, Acting and Play P1·ocl•uc:Uon 
Calthorp, D. C., Engl·ish Costume, Macmillan, Chicago 
Chalmers, H., The A1·t of Make-Up, Appleton, Chicago 
Dean, A., The Little Theat1·e 01·ganizcttoion and Ma.nagem.ent for 
Community, Uwive1·s·ity and School, Appleton, Chicago 
Field, R., Patchwo·rcl Plays, Doubleday, Chicago 
Everson, F. M., P1tppet Plc~ys f01' Chilcken, B eckley-Curdy, Chicago 
Haire, F. H., The Folk Costu1ne Book, Ban1es, New York 
Mackaye, C. D., Chilcl1·en's Thea.t1·es an£! Plays, Appleton, Chicago 
Mackaye, C. D., How to P1·ocl1we ChilclrPn's Plays, H olt, Chicago 
Major, C. T., Playing 1'heatTe, Oxford, Now York 
Sanford, A. P., (Editor )", Otttcloor Plays f01· Boys a.ncl Gvrls, Dodd, 
New York 
C. Plays 
Barrie, J. M., Pantaloon, Scribn er, Chicago 
Bell, Lady F. E., FaiTy Tale Pla.ys anrl How to Act Them, Long-
mans, New York 
Benton, R., 1'he Elf of D·iscontent autl Othe1' PlCIIIJS, Doubleday, 
Chicago 
Brown, A. F., The Lantent and OtheT Plays, Houghton, Chicago 
Butler, M. A., Literatu1·e D1'am.aiizerl fo ·r ClasSl'OO?n Use, Harcourt, 
New York 
Cohan, H. L ., (Editor ) , The Junior Play Book, Harcolll't, New York 
Comstock, F., Dramatic VeTsion of G1·eek Myths and H e1·o Tales, 
Ginn, Chicago 
De Ia Mare, W., C1·oss·ings, Knopf, New York 
Gale, Z., N eighbo·rs, Huebsch 
Goldsmith, S. L ., Woniler Clock Plays, Harper, New York 
Gregory, L ady, Seven l?'ish Plays, Putnnm, New York 
Hazeltine and Beurimo, The Y ellow .Jacket, Bobbs-MeniTI, In-
dianapolis 
Jagendorf, M. A., One-A ct Plays f01' Young Folks, Brentano, New 
York 
Jagendorf, M. A., Pantomimes f01' the ChildTen's Theat?·e, Brentano, 
New York 
Jasspen, and Becker, R·itual and Dl'a?natized Folkdays, Century, 
Chicago 
Leonard, S. A., The Atlantic J3ook of Moden~ Plays, Little, Chicago 
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Lutkenhaus, A. M., and Knox, /. ory and Play Readers, (3 Vols.), 
Century, Chicago 
Lutkenhaus, A. M., and Kn ox, Plays for School. Children, Century, 
Chicago 
Mackay, C. D., The S-ilver Thread and Otl1 e1· Folk Plays, Holt, 
Chicago 
Mackay, C. D., The House of the H eart, Holt, Chicago 
Mackay, C. D., Patriotic Plays and Pageants, Holt, Chicago 
Miller, · E. E., D1·a1natization of Bible Stm·ies, Univ. of Chicago 
Minchin, N. E., The J este1·'s P~t1'Se, Harcourt, New York 
Moses, M. J., .A T1·easury of Plays for Children, Little, Chicago 
Moses, M. J., .Another T·reaStt1'Y of Plays fo1· Child1·e1~, Little, Chi· 
cago 
Olcott, V., Holiday Plays f m· Home, School and S ettlement, Dodd, 
New York 
Olcott, V., Inten tatw nal Plays [o1· Young People, Dodd, New York 
Skinner and Skinner, Child1·en's Plays, Appleton, Chicago 
Smith, N. A., Plays, Panto1nim.e.~ and Tablea~tx f o1· Chi ldren, Dodd , 
New York 
Syrrett, N., Robin Goodf ellow mw Othm· Fai1·y Plays, Dodd, New 
York 
Thomas, C. S., The .Atlantic B ook of Junwr Plays, Little, Chicago 
Webber and Webster, On e- A ct Plays f or Secondary Schools, Hough· 
ton, Chicago 
Webber and Webster, One-Act Plays [o1· Junior High- Schools 
Wright, H . S., N ew Plays fro'l'l~ Old Tales, Macmillan, Chicago 
D. Marionettes and Puppets 
Joseph, H. M., A Book of Mm··ionet tes, Viking, New York 
Mcisaac, F. J., The T ony Sarg Ma1·ionette Book, Viking, New York 
Mills and Dunn, Mari.onette.Y, MMks, and Shadows, Doubleday, Chi -
cago 
Stoddard and Sarg, A Book of Mm·ionette Plays, Greenberg, New 
York 
XIX. Folk Songs, Folk Dances ancl Singing Games 
Bell, E. T., Fifty Fig~we and Cha.racter Da1wes f o1· Schools, Barnes, 
New York 
Burchenal, E., (Editor), Amm·ican Count1·y Dances, Vol. I , Schirmer, 
New York 
Burcbenal, E., (Editor) , Folk-Dances and Sing·ilng Gam.es, Schirmer, 
New York 
Crampton, C. D., (Compiler) , The Dance Book, Barnes, New York 
Crawford, C., Folk Dmwes an(l Gam{)s, Barnes, New York 
Davison, Surette and Whitney, One Hu1w1·ed and Forty Folk Songs 
with Piano Acc01npanim~e;it, Schirmer, New York 
Frost, H., Clog Dance Book, Barnes, New York 
Fullerton, C. A., A One Book Cou1·se in Elementary Music and 
Selected Songs for Schools, Fullerton and Gray, Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Sharpe, C. J ., (Editor), One Hundred E nglish Folk Songs, Schirmer, 
New York 
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XX. Music 
Bauer and Peyzer, How Music Grew f1'0m Prehistoric Tvmes to the 
Present Day, Putnam, New York 
Chapin, A. A., Tales fro11l Wagner, Harper, New York 
Coleman, Mrs. S. N., Creative Mu.sw for Children, Putna.m, New 
York 
Daloroze, E. J., Rhythm, Music and Education, Putnam, New York 
Guerber, H. A., Stories of the Wagner Operas, Dodd, New York 
Kobbe, The Book of the Opera 
La Prade, E., Alice in Orchestralia, Doubleday, Chicago 
Lillie, L ., The Story of Mus·w and Musicians, Harper, New York 
McSpadden, Stories of the Opera, Crowell, New York 
Whitcomb, I. P., Young People's Story of Mttsw, Dodd, New York 
XXI. Art and Architecture 
Barstow, C. L., Famous Buildings, Century, Chicago 
Barstow, C. L., Fa11tou.s Sculpture, Century, Chicago 
Bryant, L. M., The Child1·en's Book of Celebrated Buildings, Cen-
tury, Chicago 
Bryant, L. M., The Child1·en's Book of Celebrated Pictures, Cen-
tury, Chicago 
Bryant, L . M., The Chilchen 's Book of Celebrated Sculpture, Cen-
tury, Chicago 
Conway, E. A., and Sir Wm., The Child1·en's Book of Art, Mac-
millan, Chicago 
Faure, E., History of Art (4 Vols.), Ha.rper, New York 
Gibson, K., The Golden Bir(l and Other Stories, Ma.e!;llillan, Chicago 
Hurl!, E. M., Rive1·side Art Series, Houghton, Chicago 
Hurll, E. }f., How to Show Pwtw·es to Children, Houghton, Chicago 
Lamprey, L ., Wonde1· Tales of Architecture, Stokes, New York 
Masterpieces in Colar, (57 Artists represented in the collection), 
Stokes, New York 
Reinach, S., AzJollo, Scribner, Chicago 
Whitcomb, I. P., The Young Peoples Story of Art, Dodd, New York 
XXII. Occupations and Handicrafts 
Adams, J. D., Cm·pentry for Beai1mers, .Dodd, New York 
Adams, Peter, Cm·k Ships an(l How to Make Th0111, Dutton, New 
York 
Beard, D., Buckskin Book for B'll,ckskin Men, Lippincott, Chicago 
Beard, D., The A11terican Boys' Handy Book, Scribner, Chicago 
Beard, D., Boat-Building and Boating, Scribner, Chicago 
Beard, D., Shelte1·s, Shacks, a1td Shanties, Scribner, Chicago 
Beard, D., (Patten), The Complete Pla'!}cmft Book, Stokes, New 
York 
Beard, D., The Jolly Book of Boxcraft, Stokes, New York 
Collins, A. F., Amateur Photographer's Handbook, Crowell, New 
York 
Curtis, Helen P ., When Sally Sews, Macmillan, Chicago 
Ernst, 0. H., Opportunity Ahead, Appleton, Chicago 
Fryer, J. E., Mary Frances' Sewvng Bag, Winston, Chicago 
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HaJJ, A. N ., The Handy Book, I,othrop, Boston 
Hall, A. N., B·ig Book of Boys' Hobbi~s, Lothrop, Boston 
Hall and Perkins, Handcraft for Handy Girls, Lothrop, Boston 
Hughes, F. C., Hanilwm·k fo1· Boys, Bruce, Mihvaukee 
Leeming, J ., Things Any Boy Can Make, Century, Chicago 
L eitch, A. C., Miniatu1·e Boat Building, Henley, New York 
Polkinghorne, Weaving and Othm· Pleasant Occupations, Brentano, 
New York 
Snow and Froelich, A Hunit?·ed Things a Girl Can Mak e, ·Lippincott, 
Chicago 
Townsend, A. H., Canwing and Scout·ing Lore, Harper, New York 
Wheeler, Playing with Clay, Macmillan, Chicago 
White, M., How to Make Baskets, Doubleday, Chicago 
XXIII. Sports and Games 
Games 
Adams, P., Clippm· Skips Done in Cork Models, Dutton, New York 
Armstrong, D. S., 1'he Boys' Book of Sta1np Collecting, Stokes, New 
York 
Bancroft, J. H., Games fm· the Playg1·ound, Hom.e, School and Gym-
nasium, Macmillan, Chicago 
Bea rd, D. C., Bucksk·i1~ ;Book, Lippiucott, Chicago 
Clark, I., Su.ppose W e Plcty, ( Ga.mes for Little Child·ren), Crowell, 
New York 
Collins, A. F., The Boys' Book of A1nusements, Appleton, Chicago 
Collins, A, F ., Boys' and Gi1·ls ' Book of Otttdoor Games, Appleton, 
Chicago 
C~tter, S. J., Conundntms, Riddles, Pttzzles and Gwmes, Paul 
Geister, E., What Shall W e Play?, Doubleday., Cl1icngo 
Lucns, E. V., and Elizabeth, Th1·ee Httndred Gmnes ancl Pastimes, 
o1· What Shall W e Do Notv?, Stokes, New York 
Staley, S. C., Ga:mes, Contests ancl R elays, Barnes, New York 
Sperling, H., (Compiler ) , The Playground Book, Barnes, New York 
Tippett, J. S., B11sy Carpente1·s, World Book Co., Chicago 
XXIV. Health, Happin ess and Mann ers 
Clark and Qu.igley, Et·iquett e, Jr. , Doubleday, Chicago 
De Schweinitz, K., G1·owing Up, :Macmillan, Chicago 
G1·enfell, W. T., You1·self an cl Yot£1" B ody, Scribner, Chicago 
Hawkswmth, H., The Wm·kshop of the Mind, Scribner, Chicago 
Ha"·ksworth, H., What Are You Going to B e?, Century, Clticago 
Post, E ., Eti.qtwtte'; Funk and Wagnall 
South P hiladelphi:t High Sc hool for Girls Faculty, Evm·yday Man· 
1i.ers f or American Boys am cl. Gi1·ls, Mncmillan, Chicago 
XXV. Magazin es 
National Geogmphic, Hubbard Memorial Hall, Washington, D. C. 
Natw·e Magazine, 1214 16th St., Washington, D. C. 
John Martin 's Book, John Martin House, 33 W. 49th St., New 
York City 
Child Life, Rnnd, McNally & Co., 536 So. Clark St., Chicago 
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A.met·icwn Boy and Youth 's Companion, Spra.gue Pub. Co., Detroit, 
Michigan 
Popular Mechanics, 200 East Ontario St., Chicago 
St. N icholas, Scholastic Pub. Co., 923 Wabash Bldg., Pittsburgh 
Cu-rrent Events, American Education Press, Columbus, Ohio 
Cun·ent Literatu1·e, Current Literature Pub. Co., 63 W. 36th St., 
New York 
The Magazine World, Atlantic Monthly, No. 8 Arlington St., Boston 
The Litemry D·igest, l!'unk & Wilgnalls, 334·360 Fourth Ave., New 
York 
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TO'l'AL LIST OF SELECTIONS RANKING HIGHES'l' IN THE SIX 
EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN THE FIELD OF 
CHILDREN'S CHOICES IN PROSE 
GRADES IV, v, AND VI 
(Experiments conducted under the direction of Wilma Garnett) 
Andersen, Hans, Ande1·sen Fairy Book, Stokes, New York 
'' Tl1e White Swan'' 
Asquith, Lady Cynthia, Flying CaTtJet, Scribner, Chicago 
'' Olaf the Fair and Olaf the Dark'' 
Barrie, Sir James M., Peter Pan, Barse and Hopkins, Newark, N. J. 
Chapters I and II 
Baynes, Harold, Pola1·is, Macmillan, Chicago 
Chapters I and II 
Baynes, Harold, The Szwite, Macmillan, Chicago 
Chapters I and II 
Bianco, M., Poor Cecco, Doran, Garden City 
Chapters I and II 
Charnley, Mitchell, The Secrets of Ba.<~eball, Appleton, Chicago 
The chRpter by R. Hornsby 
Clemens, S. L., Th e Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Harper, New York 
Ch!Lpters I and II 
Cody, Col. Wm. F., The Adventu1·es of Buffalo Bill, Harper, New York 
"Little Bill at School" 
Collodi, Finocchio, Lippincott, Chicago 
Chapters I and II 
Crewe, Helen, Satu1·day's ChUdren, Little, Chicago 
''Tonia'' 
D' Aulnoy, Comtesse, The White Cat, Macmillan, Chicago 
Fancuilli, G., The Little Blue Man, Houghton, Chicago 
Chapter I 
Fillmore, Parker, Czechosl01Jak Fa·i1·y Tltles, Harcourt, New York 
''The Three Citrons'' 
Fillmore, Parker, Mighty Mikko, Harcourt, New York 
" The Three Chests" 
Habberton, J., H elen's Babies, Burt, New York 
Chapters I and II 
Holland, R. S., Histo1·ic .A:irshitJs, Macme Smith, Philadelphia 
''Lindbergh ' ' 
Jacobs, J., Celtic Fairy Tales, Burt, New York 
"Gold Tree and Silver Tree" 
James, Will, Smoky, Scribner, Chicago 
Chapters I and II 
Kipling, R., Boy Stories, Dodge, New York 
"Wee Willie Winkie" 
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Kipling, H., Ju.st So Stories, Doubleday, Chicago 
"Rikki Tikki Tavi" 
Laboulaye, Favry B ook, Harper, New Yo1·k 
'' The Three Citrons'' 
Lngerlof, Selma, Clw·ist L egends 
'' The Flight into Egypt ' ' 
La Pl'llde, E ., A lice in O!·chest1·aUa, Doubleday, Chicago 
Lofting, Hugh, The Story of Dr. Doz.ittle, Stokes, New York 
Luigi, N VInble L egs, Longmans, New York 
M. B. de Monvel, J oan of A1·c, Century, Chicago 
(Pages 5·15) 
?lf.cSpadden, J., Stm'ies ['rom Great Operas, CI·owell, New York 
''Martha ' ' 
Mills, Enos, The Sto1·y of" Scotch, Houghton, Chicago 
Mukerji, D. G., Hindu Fable.~, Dutton, New York 
"Bunny the Brave " 
Mukerji, D. G., Kari, Dutton, Nell' York 
Chaptei'S I and II 
P hillips, E. C., A Stm·y of Nm1ey Hanb, Houghton, Chicago 
Chapters I and II 
Pu~1phrey, M., Pilgrim1 Stm·ies, Rand, Chicago 
(Pages 219·227) 
Ramee, Louise de la, Dog of Flandm·s, Lippincott, Chicago 
Ramee, Louise de la, Moufflou, Educ. P ub. Co., Chicago 
Ransome, Arthur, Old Petm·'s R1tssian Tales, Nelson, New York 
Alenousshka and Her Little Brother'' 
Salten, F elix, Bam.bi, Simon and Schuster, New York 
Chapter II 
Shet·man and Kent, The Child!· en'.~ Bible, Scribner, Chicago 
''Joseph '' 
Stockton, F. R., Th e Q1teen 's M1tse1tm, Scribn,er, Chicago 
''The Griffin and the Minor Canon'' 
Wilde, 0., The Happy Prince, Putnam, New York 
Wili\On·Driggs, The White I ndian BO?J, World Book Co., Chicago 
''The Pony Express'' 
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INDEX OF PUBLISHERS 
A bingdon-Abiuguon Press, 740 Rush Street, Chicago 
A. L. A.-American Library Association, 520 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 
American-American Book Co., 330 E. 22nd Street, Chicago 
A. M. F.-Atlantic Monthly Press (Books distributed by Little, Brown), Boston 
Appleton-D. Appleton & Co., 2008 Ca lumet Avenue, Chicago 
A. T. A.-American Tree Association, 1214 16th Street N. W., Washington, D. C. 
Altemus-Philadelphia 
Barnes-A:. S. Barnes & Co., 67 W. 44th Street, New York 
Barse-Ba1·se & Hopkins, 29-39 Division Street, Newark, N. J. 
Beckley-Beckley, Ca rdy Co ., 17 East 23rd Street, Chicago 
Bellows-Bellows-Reeve Co., Chicago 
Black-A. & C. Black Limited (See Macmillan Co.), London 
Bobbs-Bobbs, Merrill & Co., 724 North Me1·idian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Boni-Boni & Liveright, 61 W. 48th Street, New York 
Bookhouse--My Bookhouse Publishing Co., Chicago 
Bradley-Milton Bradley Co., 49 Willow Street, Springfield, Mass. (See Tho~. 
Charles Co.) 
Brentano-5th Avenue and 27th Street, New York 
Bruce-Bruce Publishing Co., 354-364 Milwaukee Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Bryan-Bryan Press, Washington, D. C. 
Burt- A. L. Burt Co., 114-120 East 23rd Street, New York 
Century-The Century Co., 2126 Pmirie Avenue, Clticago 
Chicago-Chicago University Press, Chicago 
Comstock-Comstock Publishing Co., 124 Robert's Place, Ithaca, New York 
Cosmopolitan-Cosmopolitan Book Corp., 572 Madison Avenue, New York 
Coward-Coward-McCann, 425 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Crowell-T. Y . Crowell & Co., 393 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Day-John Day, 386 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Desmond-New York 
Dodd-Dodd, Mead & Company, 443 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Doran-George H . Doran Co., 244 Madison .Avenue, New York 
Doubleday-Doubleday, Doran & Co., 917 Chicago Avenue, Oak Park, Illinois 
Duffield-Duffield & Company, 200 Madison Avenue, New York 
Dutton-E. P. Dutton & Company, 681 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Educational-Educational Publ:ii]1ing Corp, 2410 Prail"ie Avenue, Chicago 
Eva.ns--Evans Brothers, Ltd., Montague House, Russell Square, London 
Flanagan-A. Flanagan & Company, 920 North Franklin Street, Chicago 
Friendship-Friendship Press, 150 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Fullerton-Fullerton & Gray, Cecl ar ]'alls, Iowa 
Funk-Funk & Wagnalls, 354-.360 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Gabriel-S. Gabriel Sons & Co., 76 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Ginn-Ginn & Compa.ny, 2301 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Greenburg-Greenburg Publishers, Inc., 160 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Grosset-Grosset & Dunlap, 1019 W. J ackson Blvd., Chicago 
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Harcourt-Harcourt, Brace & Co., 383 Madison Avenue, New York 
Harper-Harper & Brothers, 49 East 33rd Street, New York 
Harr-Harr, Wagner, San Francisco 
Heath-D. C. Heath & Co., 1815 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Hebberd-Wallace Hebberd, 103 Park Avenue, New York 
Heinemann-Wm. Heinemann, Ltd., 99 Great Russell Street, London 
Henley-New York City 
Hodder-Hodder & Stoughton, St. Paul's House, Warwick Square, London 
Holt-Henry Holt & Company, 2626 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Houghton-Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 2500 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Jack-T. C. and E. C. Jack, Ltd. (See Nelson) 
Jones-Marshall Jones Company, 212 Summer Street, Boston 
Knopf-Alfred A. Knopf, 730 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Lane-John L ane-The Bodley Head Ltd., Vigo Street, London 
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Lippincott-J. B. Lippincott & Company, 1249-57 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 
Little-Little, Brown & Co., 221 East 20th Street, Chicago 
Longmans-Longmans, Green & Company, 55 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Lothrop--Loth1·op, Lee & Shepherd, 275 Congress Street, Boston, Mass. 
Lyons-Lyons & Carnahan, 221 East 20th Street, Chicago 
McBride-Robt. M. McBride & Co., 7 W. 16th Street, New York 
McClure-McClure, Philips & Co. 
McClurg-A. C. McClurg & Co., 333 East Orleans Street, Clricago 
McDevitt-McDevitt-Wilson, Inc., 30 Church Street, New York 
McKay- David McKay, 604-8 S. Washington Square, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Macmillan-The Macmillan Company, 2459 Pmirie Avenue, Chicago 
Macrae-Macrae-Smith, 1712 Ludlow Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Manual-Manual Arts Press, Peoria, illinois 
Methrien-Methrien & Co., Ltd., 36 Essex Street, London 
Minton-Minton, Balch & Co., 203 E. 42nd Street, New York 
Morrow-Wm. Morrow & Co., 386 Fourth Avenue, New York 
National-National Geography, 16th and M Streets, N. W ., Washington, D. C. 
Natural-Natural Geog., Washington, D. C. 
Nelson-Thomas Nelson & Sons, 381-5 Fourth Avenue, New York 
N~ille-H. Neville Publishing Company, Los Angeles 
Newson-Newson & Company, 2500 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Oxford-Oxford Clarendon Press, 114 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Page-Page & Company, 53 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass. 
Penn-Penn Publishing Company, 925 Filbert Street, Philadelphia 
Pilgrim-Pilgrim Press, 14 Beacon Sh·eet, Boston, or 4185 Market Street, Chicago 
Platt-Platt & Munk, 200 Fifth Avenue, New York 
Public School-Public School Publishing Co., 509 N. East Street, Bloomington, 
Illinois 
Putnam-G. P. Putnam's Sons, 2-6 W. 45th Street, Putnam Bldg., New York City 
Rand-Rand, McNally & Co., 536 South Clark Street, Clricago 
Reilly-Reilly & L ee Co., 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 
Revill-Fleming H. Revill & Company, 17 North Wabash Avenue, Ch.icago 
Robertson-A. M. Robertson, 222 Stockton Street, San Francisco 
Row-Row, Peterson & Co. 
Rudder-Rudder Publishing Co., 9 Murray Street, New York 
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San boru-Benj. H. Sa nbo rn & Co., 231 East 20th Street, Chicago 
· s chirmer-E. C. Schirmer Music Co., 3 East 43rd E!treet, New York 
Srott- Scot t, Foresman & Co., 623 South Wabash Avenue, Cbjcago 
Scribner's-Charles Scribner's Sons, 320 East 21st St1·eet, Chicago 
Sears-Sea rs P ublishing Co., Inc., 114 East 32nd Street, New York 
Fl hepa rd- Shepa rd & L awrence, Inc., Chicago 
Silve r-Silver, Burdette & Co., 221 East 20th Street, Chicago 
Simon-Simon & Schuster, Inc., New York 
Simpkins- Si mpkins, M~rshall, Hamilton, K ent & Co., Ltd ., 4 Stationet·s Hall Ct., 
L ondon 
Stokes-F1·ederick A. Stokes Co., 443 Fourth Avenue, New York 
Sully-Geo. Sully & Co., 114 E . 25th Street, 37 W. 57th Street, New York 
Sim mons- Simm ons-Boardman Publishing Co., 200 S. Clark . Street, Chicago 
Thompson-Th ompson P ublishing Co., Northport, L ong Island, N. Y. 
U . S. F lag-United States Flag Co rporation, Washiugton, D. C. 
Viking-Viking Press, Inc., 18 E. 48tlt Street, New York 
Volland-P. F. Volland & Co., 53 E. W ashington Street, Chicago 
vVrnnP-Fred erick Warne & Company, 26 East 22nd Street, New York 
Wil rle-W. A. Wilde Company, 131 Clarendon Street, Boston 
'\Vi !Us-Willis Music Compa ny, 137 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati 
Wilson-H. W. Wilson Co., 958 University Avenue, New York 
Winston-John C. Winston & Company, 623 So. W abash Avenue, Chicngo 
Wom:m 's-W"oman 's Press, 600 L exington Avenue, New York 
World-World Book Company, 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 
Ya.le-Yale Un iversity Press, 143 Elm Street, New H aven, Conq.. 
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MAGAZINES 
American Boy and Youth's Companion--Sprague Publishing Company, Detroit, 
Michigan 
Child Life-Rancl McNally & Co., 536 South Clark Street, Chicago 
Current Events-American Education Press, Columbus, Ohio 
Current Literature--Current Litera ture Publishitw Co., 63 W. 36th Street, New 
York 
Literary Digest-Funk & WagnaJls, 334-360 Fourth Avenue, New York 
The Magazine World-Atlantic Monthly, No. 8, Arlington Street, Boston 
John Martin's Book-John Mm'tin House, 33 West 49th Street, New York 
National Geographic-National Geographic Society, Hubbard Memorial Hall, 
Washington, D. C. 
Nature Magazine--1214 Sixteenth Street, Washington, D. C. 
Popular Mechanics-200 East Ontario Street, Chicago 
St. Nicholas-Scholastic Publishing Co., 923 Wabash Bldg., Pittsburgh 
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